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New Budget Figures $27.4 Million Deficit

1LN

Across-The-Board Cuts Unclear
COMMANDMINTS

By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — The $632.4
billion, red-ink budget hastily approved
by congressional negotiators has room
for a $40 billion tax cut but leaves
unclear the fate of across-the-board
spending cuts House Democrats sought
to impose on President-elect Ronald
Reagan.
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When NASA begins using the shuttle
for space travel, research conducted in
the Department of Chemistry at Murray State University hopefully will have
contributed to success of the
spacecraft.
.Research of re-entry characteristics
of the shuttle has begun by graduate
student Alan D. Bradbury of Medina,
Tenn., under the supervision of Dr.
David Owen, an assistant professor in
the department.
An $8,000 grant and equipment valued
at $5,000 front the Johnson Space Center
was recently received by the university
to finance and conduct the research.
Bradbury, who received his bachelor's
degree from the University of Tennessee at Martin, is conducting the
research as part of his studies toward a
master's - degree -11i • analytitarchemistry from Murray State.

Representatives From
News Media To Gather At
MSU Saturday For Event
champions, will bring an 8-2 record into
the game.
News media expected to - be
represented at the event include:
Newspapers • Marshall County Messenger and
Tribune-Courier, Benton; Cadiz Record; McLean
County News, Calhoun: Times Argus and
Muhlenberg County Sun, Central City. Hickman
County Gazette. Clinton; Herald Ledger, Eddyville,
and Sunday Courier and Press. Evansville.
Also. Fulton Daily Leader: Leader-News, Green.
Ole: Henderson Gleaner; Kentucky New Era.
Hopkin.sville; Louisville Courier-Journal; Madisonville Messenger: Mayfield Messenger; Murray
Ledger & Times; Paducah Sun, Paris. Tenn., Post.
Intelligeneer. Princeton Leader; Journal Enter.
prise. Providence; Logan Leader. Russellville; and
The Livingston Herald, Smithland.
Radio stations - WCFIL, Benton; WEDS,
Fulton, WSON•WKDQ, Henderson; WHOP
CadizWFUL,
and WKOAAVKOF, Hopkinsville; WNGO-WXID and
WYMC, Mayfield; WSJP and WNBS-WAAW. Mur'
ray; WDER and WKYQ. Paducah; and WPKY,
Princeton.
Also, WHRZ, Providence: KYMO. East Prairie,
Mo.; WFWI. and WRJB, Camden, Tenn.: WCMT.
Martin,Tenn.; and WENK,Union City. Tenn.
The two television stations are WSIL-TV, Harrisburg, Ill., and KFVS•TV,Cape Girardeau, Mo.

County Fiscal Court
Okays First Reading
For Budget Change
On its first reading, the Calloway
County Fiscal Court approved a motion
to amend its budget by adding $132,000.
Action came during the, Wednesday
court meeting.
County Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller said the money will be used for
various items. Before the amendment
can go into effect, it must be approved
on a second reading.
Concerning other business, the court
voted to give the Calloway County FireRescue Squad $7,749 for the 1980 payment of a fire truck. Rescue squad
members told-the court they have had
problems with recent collections.
The purchase of two IMB Selectamatic typewriters for the county
clerk's office also was approved. The
typewriters were needed since license
records will have to be typed beginning
Jan. I.

inside today

•
M. C. Garrott discusses the itinerary of the Murray High School Rand's
trip to the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade in his column on Page 5.
Murray High recently held a Career Day sponsored by the Rotary Club. A
story and pictures of the event are on Page 12.
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trol the Senate and have more clout in
the House.
The conferees met immediately after
the Senate agreed Wednesday by a 48-46
vote to a 1981 budget of $633 billion, including a Republican provision for a $39
billion tax cut Jan. 1.
On Tuesday, the House approved a
$631.7 billion budget ceiling with a $25
billion deficit.
Reaehing a- compromise- look less
than 90 nlinutes as the negotiators accepted the suggestion of Rep. Robert N.
(;iaimo, D-Conn., chairman of the
House Budget Committee, to "split the
difference."
It was such a hasty meeting that
House and Senate staff members were
left to figure the details of the impact or)

The 1974 Budget Act, which Congress
adopted to regain the budget control it
• felt had been lost to the president, calls
for passage of a binding budget resolution by mid-September. That timetable
fell victim to election-year politics, forcing Congress to return for a laineduck
session.

Bradbury, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joel M. Bradbury of Medina, will attempt to calculate the amount of
heating that will occur on the surface of
the shuttle as it re-enters earth's atmosphere,according to Dr. Owen.
Calculating the surface temperature
of the shuttle as it re-enters and making
A special educational program, open
an accurate measure of gases involved
to the general public, on the Hospice
will help NASA engineers to make cerProgram will be held at the Murray
tain the craft can withstand specific
Woman's Club House at Vine and South
stress levels, Owen said.
Seventh Streets, Murray, on Friday,
"Most of what is known about the
Nov. 21, at 10 a.m.
shuttle is based on testing done on the
Eleanor A. Dougherty, executive
ground. Because the shuttle hasn't acdirector of the Hospices of Louisville,
tually been used, much more research
Inc., will be the featured speaker. She
is needed," Dr. Owen said.
has her bachelor of science in nursing
Bradbury will construct simulated
from Spaulding College, Louisville, and.
conditions found at a level of 45 miles
her Master's degree in psychiatric
above the earth. The level is believed to _....4teptal health nursing from Ohio State
the-piffft` where the greatsT-Slress
Uhiversity. would occur on the tile surface of the
Dr. Ruth Cole, Murray, director of
shuttle.
the Hospice Program at the MurrayDr. Owen conducted research on the
Calloway County Hospital and hospice
re-entry topic in 1979 while working as a
chairman for the Murray Woman's
visiting faculty member at NASA in
Club, said this will be an informational
Houston.
Twenty-three
faculty
and educational meeting on the promembers nationwide conducted
gram on Friday and urges the general
research on various Space-related
public to attend.
topics that year at NASA.
This is one of three district meetings
The research which began this
being held over the state of Kentucky
semester is scheduled to be completed
by Ms. Dougherty. Interested persons
k, in September 1981.
front all over the first district will be in

attendance.
The Kentucky Federation 0 t
Women's Clubs has joined with the Kentucky Association of, Hospices In this
two year project of assisting in
educating the communities about local
Hospice services, and members about
the role they can play in program
development, direct and indirect patient care and working with the local
Hospice group.
Dr. Cole said the word, hospice, today
means a way of helping people with terminal illnesses live as actively as possible, mentally and physically. Hospice
emphasizes making the reinaining life
as comfortable as possible — the emphasis is on the living — not dying, Dr.
Cole said.
Local persons have been meeting
regularly to study the hospice program
and learn how to help those in need.
- This meeting on Friday is for the
general public and not just for those in
the current prograni at the local
hospital, said Dr. Cole.

Chemistry Department
To Do Space Research

TEN COMMANDMENTS — Officials of the Murray Independent and
Calloway County School Systems said that they will wait for notification
from state officials before they remove copies of the Ten Commandments
which are posted in the schools. Recently, the Supreme Court ruled that
posting the commandments in schools "violates the Constitution's
freedom-of-religion guarantees." The Murray schools have one copy
posted in each building while the county schools have copies in almost
every room. The Supreme Court will send guidelines concerning its
decision to each state. The guidelines then will be paieed on the each
school system by the state attorney general's office, the state board of
education or the state department of education.

Approximately 135 news media
representatives from West Kentucky,
West Tennessee, Southeast Missouri
and Southern Illinois will be on the Murray State University campus Saturday;
Nov. 22, for the university's 11th annual
News Media Appreciation Day.
Representatives from 23 newspapers,
19 radio stations and two television stations have indicated they will be on
hand for the day of activity planned by
the Information and Public Services Office at the university.
According to M. C. Garrott, director
of information and public services, the
get-together has become a fall tradition
at Murray State. Beginning with
registration at 9:30 a.m., it will be held
in Rooms 226 and 228 at Stewart
Stadium.
"Having our news media friends on
the campus as special guests for this
event is simply an effort on our part to
show them in a tangible way that we
are grateful for the cooperation they
have given us and for the support they
continually give the university," he
said.
"We regard the day as one of the
most significant of the year for us."
Activities planned include a welcome
by Murray's president, Dr. Constantine
W. Curris, introductions of all the
special guests, special entertainment
by "Dr. Trey and Dr. Vee," a buffet
luncheon and attendance at the football
game between Murray State's Racers
and Ohio Valley Conference rival
Western Kentucky University's Hilltoppers.
This will be the 47th medllig of teams
from the two schools on the football
field. Of these, Western has won 23,
Murray 17 and six games have resulted
in ties. Last year, the Racers won 30-20
at Bowling Green.
This year, the Hilltoppers,
=defeated and with a 9-0 record,
already have won the 1980 OVC championship. while the Racers. the 1979

The compromise, reached two months late for the fiscal year that began
Oct. 1, figures a $27.4 billion deficit — a
drastic departure front the $200 million
surplus tentatively targeted last June.
The budget still was subject to approval of the full House and Senate,
possibly today, but Republicans
already were talking about changing it
again early next year, when they con'
•
-

Partly cloudy and cold tonight,
lows in the upper 20s. Partly sunny and pleasant Friday, highs 50
to 55.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Saturday through Monday:
Partly cloudy and pleasant
through the period. Morning lows
in the upper 20s and 30s.
Lake Barkley,,
355.10
Kentucky Lake
355.30

Murray Band
Reps To Meet
With Governor
Four officers of the Murray High
School Band and its directors will leave
for Frankfort tonight to receive a proclamation from Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
designating the band as Kentucky's official representative to the Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade.
The band, led by director Charles
Cobb and assistant director Jim
Wright, was chosen from 386 applicants
as one of the 12 bands to perform in the
parade.
Brown will declare Saturday, Nov. 22,
as Murray High School Marching Band
Day in the state of Kentucky. The band
will leave Saturday on its eight-day trip
to New York City with sightrseeing stops
in Washington and Philadelphia.
Cobb and Wright, as well as the band
officers — president Robert Johnson,
vice president Becky Shuffett,
secretary Eddie Rogers, and treasurer
Tracy Beyer — will meet with the
governor Friday morning.

the incoming Reagan administration,
especially the 2 percent spending cuts
House Democrats wanted to mandate.
Staff members estimated the agreement leaves room for a 1981 tax cut of
about $35 billion to $40 billion.
They said the cut may be enacted
next year, with business tax reductions
retroactive to Jan. 1, and personal income tax cutstaking effect

Hospice Educational
Program Set Friday

Murray Man In ICU
Following Accident
A Murray man was listed in stable
but guarded condition today at the intensive care unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital after a one-car accident Wednesday night in Hazel.
According to Kentucky State Poice
reports, James R. Gingles, 25, Route 2,
"was traveling north on U.S. 641 at a
high rate of speed.•• Gingles "failed to
negotiate the curve at Hazel, ran off the
road and struck a tree," the reports added.
Gingles suffered multiple injuries, a
hospital spokesman said.
The incident occurred around 7:35
P.m.

Thanksgiving Service
For Community Set
At Assembly Of God
A Community Thanksgiving Service,
sponsored by the Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial Association, will be
held at First Assembly of God Church,
16th and Glendale Road, on Thursday,
Nov. 27,at 10 a.m.
The sermon will be preached by The
Rev. Martin Mattivif pastor of St.
Leo's Roman Catholic Church. The
Rev. Darrell Ramsey is the host pastor.
Complete details will be announced
later, a spokesman said.

Hospital Board Will
Hold Discussions On
Ambulances, Beds
Discussions concerning the ambulance service and the possible bed
conversion in the long-term care area
will highlight tonight's meeting of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board.
Other items on the agenda include a
report from the planning committee.
The meeting will start at 7 p.m.

BOOK CHARACTERS — Teachers at Carter Elementary School today dressed like children's book characters as
part of the activities during National Children's Book Week. The week will be highlighted by a play at 1:30 p.m.
Friday at the school.

Bailey Adds Much To Band's
Performance On And Off Field
-4

When members of the Murray State
University Racer Band take to the field
Saturday during the Murray-Western
game for their final 1980 stadium appearance, one member who should not
be overlooked is Karen Bailey of Murray.
Miss Bailey, a former member of the
Murray High School marching band, is
the Racer Band's color guard commander. But more importantly, she is
the band librarian, a job that has little
to do with books and plenty to do with
planning the band's performances.
While Miss Bailey is modest about
her contribution to the Murray State
University Racer Band, her band director isn't.
"Without her we wouldn't get off the
ground. Karen's dedication to the band
goes beyond her assigned hours in the
marching band office," David Wells,
marching band instructor said.
Miss Bailey is a sophomore physical
education major at Murray State.
Band correspondent and secretary is
a more accurate description of the work

which Miss Bailey does for the Racer
Band. She is responsible for typing and
sending letters to area high school
bands concerning both the Quad State
Band Festivals and the Festival of
Champions.
In addition, she prepares scripts for
Racer ( home ) football games and
itineraries to be used during away
games.
The Racer Band members also depend on Miss Bailey for their music
materials which she copies, sorts,
checks and disperses.
But handling the band's paperwork is
not the only job which Miss Bailey does
well, according to Wells.
"She is probably one of the finest color guard instructors in the country," he
said. And she is one of the youngest
band members to oArsee both the flag
and rifle corps at Murray State.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Bailey,she is a 1979 graduate of Murray
High School where she was a flag
twirler and captain of the nationally
honored Murray High School Tiger
Marching Band.
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KAREN BAILEY — Murray State
University Racer Band color guard,
commander Karen Bailey is also the
band librarian. As librarian, she does
much of the behind-the-scene coordination of the band's performances.
Miss Bailey is a 1979 graduate of
Murray High School and the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Bailey of
Murray.
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Community Happenings Are Listed
Thursday, Nov. 29
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
7'30 p.m. at the club house.
Members note change of
meeting date.
Knights of Columbus officers will meet at 730 p.m. in
the Parish Center, St. Leo's
Catholic-Church.
Men's Stag ishglit will be
held at 6 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club with Tommy
Sanders, Bill Fandrich, Al
Lindsey, and Larry Roan in
charge of arrangements:
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Business and Professional
Wonien's Club will meet at
6:45 p.m. at Deneans at the
Holiday Inn.. This will be the
annual birthday party with
Pauline Jones Crump of
Cadiz...president-elect of the
Kentucky B&PW,as speaker.
Carol Poe Group of First
Baptist Church will meet at 7
pin, with Mrs. Danny Woods.
After School Bible Club will
-et at the First Christian
Church.
Meet the Lakers Night"
will include a chili supper at
5:30 p.m. and intersquad
scrimmage for both boys and
girls basketball teams at
Calloway County High School
at 7 p.m. Cost for the chili will
be $2 and for the scrimmage
will be $2, sponsored by the
Calloway County Boosters
Club, to open the 1980-81
basketball season at the high
school.

Held Over Thru Thur. 11 27

7:00 9:25
'UNIALANN.
COWBOY'

Contra Ctr• 7S33314
Final Wk. Ends Thur. 11 / 27

Final Wk. Ends Thur. 11/27

Held Over 2nd Super Wk.

7:15,9:00
Don Knotts•Tim Conway
The
Private Eyes' (PG)

2001: A Space Odyssey(G)
STARTS TOMORROW

Chestnut Sr.•753-33)4

LATE SHOW Eli & SAT
ADIAT 011(11111111111111T
Olt MP OKI • II 10 PM

Open 7 00 Start ,
FBI—SAT—SUN
"Swinging Coeds"
"Bed Bunnies"
All The
loving Couples"
Al Rated (R)
Mum 12 S .753.3314

Thursday, Nov.20
Women of St. John's
E'plicopal Church will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the home of
Frances Fletcher, 502 North
Sixth Street.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Center.
Reception for Charles
Harper, artist, will be from 4
to 8 p.m. at the fraternity
house of Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity, 917 North 16th
Street. Fraternity members
will be selling his print,
"Dream Team."
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7
p.m. at the home of Chris Loftis.
Friday, Nov.21
Ninth annual Senior Citizens
Christmas Bazaar will be held
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center. All
types of handmade items,
white elephant table, and baked goods will be on sale.
Magazine Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Harry
Sparks. Members note change
of earlier date.
Douglas and Hazel Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Douglas at 12 noon and at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 753-4059.

Saturday, Not. r2
Murray State Rifle Team
will host a three-team match
with teams from WeSten and
Eastern Universities at the
Roy Stewart Stadium range.

Sunday, Nov.23
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Tucker of
Murray Route 3 will be
honored at a reception in
celebration of their 50t1I wedding anniversary from 2 to 4
Virgin Chapter No. 55 Order p.m, at the Coniniwnly Room
of the Eastern Star will have a of the Peoples Bank, Murray.
pre-Thanksgiving dinner at
Events in Land Between the
the Douglas Center. Serving Lakes will include Wetlands
will start at 6 p.m. and the For Eagles and Waterfowl at 2
public is invited to attend.
p.m. at Center Station; Quota
Youth Hunt and Quota Bow
Alpha Department of the Hu t.
Murray Woman's Club will
have a potluck luncheon at 12
noon at the club house with the
Rev. Dr. Jerrell White as
speaker.

Alpha Department-

Sunday. Nov.23
Debra Alison Dobroth,
Belleville, Ill., will present her
senior bassoon recital at 2
p.m. in the Recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.

To Hear Dr. White Speak Saturday-

The key. Dr. Jerre!! White,
pastor of the Memorial Baptist Church, will be the guest
speaker at the potluck luncheon to be held Saturday,
Nov. 22, at 12 noon by the
Leanne M. Martin, Severna Alpha Department of the MurPark, Md., will present her ray Woman's Club at the club
senior voice recital at 3:30 house.
"Thanksgiving" will be the
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, Mur- theme of the program by Dr.
White, according to the proray State University .
gram chairman, Laura Jennings.
Hostesses will be Frances
Whitnell, Sylvia Atkins,
Pauline Johnston, and
Margaret Trevathan.
Dr. Farouk Umar,professor
of political science at Murray
The women of the Music Department ,of the Murray
State University, was the
Woman's Club have made their contribution toward the
speaker at the October
funds for the trip of the Murray High School Band to the
meeting of the Alpha DepartMacy's Thanksgiving Day Parade at New York City.
ment.
At the meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 18, a special collection
His topic was "International
was taken from the women present. "Committment to
Affairs." Dr. Umar, a native
teaching children to love music and enjoying music is a comof Bagdad,Iraq, who has been
mon ground for all attending the Music Department," a
residing in the United States
department spokesman said.
for the past 25 years, gave in-

Wresting first hand information on conditions in the Middle East.
Dr. Umar discussed the
Moslem religion and the
political system there. He
stressql that "religion and

culture was their way of life."
Hostesses for October were
Odelle Vance, Helen Hodges,
Janice Bossing,and Katherine
McAuley.
Twenty-four
members and one guest, Dr.
Umar, were present.

.-

Suited For Holiday

Donation To Band Made
By Music Department

Murray Squar-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall. Bob Rhinerson will be
the caller.
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
Murray State University
11th annual News Media Appreciation Day will be held in
Room 228 of Roy Stewart
Stadium with registration to
begin at 9:30 a.m.,followed by
a luncheon and attendance at
Murray-Western
football
game.
A reception and light lunch
for Murray State Alumni,
former students, and supporters in McCracken County
will be held at 11 a.m. in Room
205, Roy Stewart -Stadium,
Murray State.

Murray State Racers will
play Western in a football
Second night of Inter- game at 1:30 p.m. at Roy
collegiate Rodeo, sponsored Stewart Stadium.
by MSU Rodeo pub, will
begin at...7:30R.m. at tho West
Murray State Racers will
Keniticky-'tvestock and Ex- play England Nationalists in a
position Center. Tickets are basketball game at 7:30 p.m.
$4.50 for adults, $3.50 for in Racer Arena, Murray State.
students, and $2.50 for
Chemistry tournamert for
children06 to 12.
ara high school seniors who
International plan to attend Murray State•
Annual
Students' Thanksgiving din- University will start at 8 a.m.
ner will be held at 6:30 p.m. on the third floor, east annex,
For information call Baptist Blackburn Science Building,
MSU. This is sponsored by the
Student Center, 753-5771.
Murray State University Department of Chemistry and
jazz band and combo reciter the Student Affiliates of the
by a 20-piece jazz band will be American Chemical Society.
at 8:30 p.m. For informtion
Events at Land Between the
call 762-4288.
Lakes will include Shoreline
"Cosmos: The Voyage to the Bird Search at 2 p.m. and
Stars" will be the program Feeding and Sheltering
narrated by Crl Sagen in the Ninter Birds from 1 to 4 p.m.,
multi-media production on the both at Center Station; Quota
exploration of space at 8 p.m. Youth Hunt and Quota Bow
at the Golden Pond Visitors Hunt,
Center Theater, Land
Sunday, Nov. 23
Between the Lakes.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. HenClub Membership Social don will be honored at an open
will be held at 5:30 p.m. at house in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary
Murray Country Club.
from 2 to 4 p.m. at their home
Hospice Program on on Murray Route 5. The fami"Management of Pain and ly requests that guests not brNursing" will be from 3 to 5 ing gifts.
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
All day services will be held
County Hospital.
at Brooks Chapel United
Mothers Morning Out will be Methodist
Church.
.at 9 a.m. at the First Christian
Church.

Your Individual
Horoscope
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B&PW Members
Attend Meeting Of
The Interim Board

Frances Drake

The Interim Board of the
Kentucky Federation of
FOR FRIDAY,NOVEMBER 21, 1980
Business and Professional
What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
Women's Clubs, Inc., met at
nto
et'
row be? To find out what the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
the Louisville Inn in Louisville
stars say, read the forecast
Use extra tact in dealing on Nov. 7,8,and 9.
given for your birth Sign.
with others, or you'll never
Attending as board member
Come see the great
hear the end to an argument. was Bobbie Waters, president,
winter
and
loll
One thing could easily lead to and as delegate, Betty Lou
ARIES
our
at
fashions
4 another.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) Y/
Fashion Show at the
Hill, from the Murray
Holiday Inn from, 12
Things could easily go SAGITTARIUS
Business and Professional
every
pm
to 1
wrong in financial dealings (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Women's Club.
Friday.
You're inclined to overdo
with others. Your best bet is to
keep expenses at a minimum. and will have to be careful
about health and general wellAvoid extravagance.
COCHRUM GIRL
being. Distractions interfere
TAURUS
ti
A baby girl, Amy Carol, was
with routine.
(Apr,20 tO May 20)
born to Mr. 'and Mrs. Phillip
The erratic behavior of CAPRICORN
Cochrurn of Farmington on
others tries your patience. It is (Dec.22to Jan. 19) V
Romance is not likely to go Saturday, Nov. '1, at the
not the time to push your perCounty
sonal interests. Watch your as planned. You're liable to Murray-Calloway
meet up with others who are Hospital.
health.
troublesome. Keep expectaGEMINI
Grandparents are Mr. and
tions to a minimum.
May 21 to June 201
Mrs. W. A. Cochrum of
of Dallas
Don't make mountains out AQUARIUS
4% Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs.
of molehills. Self-analysis (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Kenneth Smith of FarmNo sooner is one domestic ington.
could easily lead to selfrecriminiation. Be more problem solved than another
arises. It's a time for everyone
charitable to self and others.
to pitch in and work together.
CANCER
PISCES
(June 21 to July 22)
The social scene is busy, but (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Watch arguments with those
don't waste your time on
others whit) aren't worth it. who like to hear themselves
You'll need tact to avoid talk. You have no axe to grind,
arguments.
but this doesn't apply to
others.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY have a
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Too many irons in the fire flair for self-expression. You
career
efforts. have wit and may be attracted
impede
Business talks seem to go on to journalism, theater, editing
endlessly without satisfactory and publishing. You are multitalented, but your penchant
results.
for adventure can cause you to
VIRGO
waste your talents in the purlAug. 23 toSept. 22) nP
Avoid travel if possible. suit of good times. You enjoy
Unexpected expenses or working with others, but are
changes in plans are likely. inclined to be suspicious. Still,
You're punctual, but others friends will be helpful to you in
your rise to success. Educaprove unreliable.
tion, music, art, sports and
LIBRA
banking are some of the fields
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Expenses could get out of in which you'll find happiness.
Voltaire,
of:
hand now. You'd be wise to Birthdate
FOR THE PARTICULAR
stick to a conservative course. philosopher; Vivian Blaine,
Open Late iriday Night
Joint financial dealings may actress; and Stan Musial,
bring problems.
baseball star.

Look good, feel great in
this sharp pinstripe
locket dress , Cool and
comfortable!, Colors
Navy Stripe

ARDISMademoiselle

use,

Shop

Court Square

20%
OFF
STOREWIDE

MAN

Blazin• Excitement!Choose ours today- on! p49!

Special educational program on the Hospice Program, open to the general
public, will be held at 10 a.m.
at the Murray Woman's Club
House . with Eleanor A.
Dougherty, executive director
of the Hospices of Louisville,
Inc., as guest speaker.
Saturday, Nov.22
After the game social is
planned at the Murray Country Club.

Friday
Et
Saturday
Only

All Minnetonk Moccasins
Slip On and Lace UP Styles

We are proud to present
the finest in moccasins
and casual footwear

Shoe Bizz and
Shoe Bizz Jr.

Wool Blazers'49

Corduroy Blazers'49

Velveteen Blazers'49 •

Choose a classic wool blazer -or twol for
your investment dressing. Navy, Camel, Grey,
Black. Red 5-13 Reg $69

Beautifully casual, exceptionally wearable
Patch-pocket. cotton corduroy blazer Camel,
Wine, Bronze, Navy. Loden Green 5 13 Reg $58

Luxurious cotton velveteen blazer Reg. $69
Simple. Elegant. Dressy with skirts - or leans'
Basic shades plus Champaign,Grey. Plum 6-14

Quite frankly, we believe
won't find a better value
on blazers of this quality at any other store
Minnens is dedicated to "More for Your Money_Honey!"

(For Little Papooses)
Bei Air Shopping

Give a blazer for Christmas!
MinnfIns will give you a
Free Designer Gift Box!

Gel Air Center and Olympic Plaza
Shop Daily 109,Sunday 15

'
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GUEST SPEAKER — Phil Bryan, left, of Murray State University was featured speaker at
the Daddy Date Night held by the Murray High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America. On the right is his wife, Mrs. Bryan.

Daddy Datetot
Night Held
By FHA

OM.

The Murray High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
its 15th annual Daddy Date
Night recently with Phil
Bryan, head of School Relations at Murray State University, as the main speaker.
"Fathers, You Are One In A
Million" was the theme of the
banquet and Bryan followed
this in his talk.
Carol Beaman, president of
the FHA chapter, was the
toastmistress. A. B. Crass
gave the invocation with W. A.
Franklin, principal of the
school, giving greetings from
the school and Murray Board
of Education.
The tribute to the Dads was
given by Kathy Roberts with
the response by Walter Apperson. Mrs. Glenda Jeffrey,
Food Services director for the
Murray City Schools, was
made an honorary member of
the chapter.
Lynn Loberger recognized
and welcomed guests. Special
entertainment was by Mark
Hussung who sang and played
the guitar.

good feel great in
sharp pinstripe
,t dress. Cool and
ortoble. I
Colors
Stripe

loiselle
op

GIVES RESPONSE — Walter Apperson, publisher of the
Murray ledger 8, Times and father of FHA member Emily
Apperson, responds on behalf of the fathers to the
Tr;bute to Dad by Kathy Roberts at the Daddy Date Night
by the Murray High FHA Chapter. Pictured left is Carol
Beaman,toastmistress for the banquet.

Come To
Pier 1 Imports
\ and see what
I Santa has left.

Ladies Tennis B
Group Will Play
At Kenlake Center

Unique Et Unusual Imported Gifts
—Largest Selection Of Tropical
Furniture In This Area
— Brass Et Rattan Trunks
— Oriental Chests,Stools,
Et Accessories
—Candles For All Your Holiday
Decorating

Group B of Ladies Tennis of
the Murray Country Club will
meet on Friday, Nov. 21, at 9 •
a.m, at the home qf Frances
Hulse to go to the Kenlake
Tennis Center to play at 9:30
am.
The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Sandy Brannon, Vickie Baker, Mug
Rigsby, and Marilyn Adkins.
Court Two — Frances
Hulse, Janie Ryan,) Vicki
Miller, and
Barbara
Malinauskas.

And Much More
All Priced To Fit Your Budget
New At Pier 1 Is
Imported Teas In
Beautiful Decorative Tins.

"c-L

Lay-A-Way Now For
Christmas

Pier 1 Imports

kVA

e

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Janice Hamlett of Hardip
was dismissed Nov.6 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

Bel Air Center

Jo Burkeen, Local .Setlie blab),

GIBSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. lannard Gibson of Mayfield Route 6 are
the parents of a baby boy,
Justin Linn, born on Tuesday,
Nov. 11, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Belar Gibson of Mayfield
Route 6 and Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Fowler of Mayfield Route
3.

Aiday

41414.,

izek

RECEIVES HONOR — Mrs. Glenda Jeffrey, left, Food Services Director for the Murray City Schools, was presented
a plaque recognizing her as an honorary member of the
Murray High School Chapter of the Future Homemakers
of America at the Daddy Date Night held by the chapter.
Making the presentation was Carol Beaman, right, chapter president.
Photos by Kaye
Peebles

[DECA Plans Project

SHULTZ BOY
J. Daniel is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Shultz
of Sedalia for their baby boy
born on Saturday, Nov. 8, at
the Murray-Calloway County'
Hospital.
The grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Shultz and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hendon, all
of Sedalia.

The Murray DECA (Distributive Education Clubs of
America) Club is having a fund raising program to help send
its students to state competition.
Members will be selling TOTI1 Wat Products door to door
through Monday, Nov. 24. These are inexpensive iteins and
the DECA Club will appreciate your support, a club
spokesman said.
Di%ieland(enter ,Norrd. Kt, 111111111111111e.

The Perfect Christmas Gift...
Personalized
•Ribbon Ties
•Accessory Boxes
in the ladies dept. at. .

uctunctham tap, /O.
Treithosel Cleilaht, Fee froyetlatmeat s.d Lotiles

•-THE
TURKEY
STRIKES
BACK
OPEN FRIDAY 'TIL 9:00 P.M.

SHOP NOW FOR CHRISTMAS & SAVE
FREE HOLIDAY GIFT WRAPPING WITH A
400 MINIMUM PURCHASE

BRIGHT'S CHARGE
or LAY-A-WAY

VISA'

BRIGHT'S CHARGE i+d_
,
or LAY-A-WAY

ENTIRE STOCK
except genuine furs

Missy Fashion I
PANTS

WINTER
1O9T1 6999 COATS
Regular Values
15.00 to 94.00

Regular Values
16.00 to 24.00

COO
NOW ail

Regular Values
36.00 to 240.00

ALL ROBES

Velveteen

0/OFF

20 /0

Loungewear Dept.
Regular Values
16 00 to 45 00

BLAZERS
Regular Values
56.00 to 70.00

Choose from Bright's sensational
selection of coats and jackets. There are
down jackets, fake furs, dressy fabrics 8. fur trims

NOW

NOW2
0% OFF

AIDIUMFEEMIffill
Is Having A

Entire Stock

Famous Name

LINGERIE

WINTER
DRESSES

Regular Values
6.00 to 28.00

Barbeque Ribs Special
Every Friday From
5:00 P.M. Ill Closing

Juniors - Missys - Half Sizes
Regularly 36.0010 78.00 Values

Fashion Styled
The Special Includes
White Beans

JEWELRY

Tossed Salad or Cole Slaw

Corn Bread or Rolls

Regular Values
6.00 to 28.00

Steak Fries

NOW 1

All For $395

/3

OFF

Entire Stock
Carry*ate

g $69

r leans'
'turn 6-14
It

Ihristrrins I
you
(Box!

are

available
11

COPY AVAILABLE

759-4455
Chottomt.
$t.

UMBRELLAS ,
Regular Values
8 0010 12 00

Now

2oo

NOW

'I 5°0

OFF

A Special Group

SWEATERS
Regular Values
11 00 to 38 00

3

NOW 1 /

OFF

Junior & Missy

A00
1,1

OFF

OFF

PLAID SHIRTS
Regular Values
18 00

All Boots & Shoes
The Famous Names You Trust
Regular Values 29.00 to 96.00

NOW

150/0OFF

COO
NOW WV

OFF

MISSY

BLOUSES
Regular Values
25 00

OFF

OPEN FRIDAY 'TIL 9:00

COO
OFF
NOW air

I
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— Phillips-Wilson Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. James Phillips
of Hazel announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
Ann, to
daughter, Sheha
Donald Wayne Wilson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Wilson of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1979
graduate of Calloway County
High School and is employed
at John A. Thompson, CPA.
She is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Coil Phillips of
Murray and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Benton Tenney of
Arizona.
Mr. Wilson is a 1976
graduate of Calloway County
High School and is employed
Mobile
Countryside
by
Homes. He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hurt and
Mr. and Mrs. Bulas Wilson, all
of Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Jan. 17, at
6:30 p.m. at the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church, Hazel. A reception
will follow at the church.
All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

,Solemnized
mcs
At South Pleasunt Grout,

Ann Phillip.
and Donald Ir fIlle

IMO

CHECK BIG JOHN'S
TURKEY PRICES

ACES?.G

Isdo 41111

CORN, JR

"The narrower the mind, with a third diamond
the broader the statement." Declarer ruffs and he must
-- Proctor F. Cook.
now tackle the clubs
West has shown the heart
king and the ace and queen
Declarer made a broad of diamonds. Could he also
statement after he mis- have the ace of clubs'
guessed in today's club suit.
11-25-A
NORTH
"It was a pure guess and the
•10 7 4
sooner to make it the
VAQ63
better," he said. And as
•8 6 3 2
usual, the exaggerated gen•K J
eralization was wrong.
WEST
EAST
Declarer took the first 452
•8
trump, cashed a second and •K 9 7
•J 1054
then thought about his •A Q 5
•J 1094
•A 9 7 4
finesses. With finesses avail- 4Q 10 8 6 3
able in all three side suits,
SOUTH
•AKQJ963
he wondered which to take
•
82
first.
•K 7
"Might as well get the
452
guessing over quickly," he
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer
thought. And he led a low
club to dummy. Perhaps he South. The bidding:
might get a clue if West South West North Eut
Pass 2•
Pass
i•
twitched.
4•
Pass Pass Pass
West followed low and
Opening lead. Spade deuce
there was little to go on.
Nevertheless, declarer
Unlikely on the bidding,
thought he noticed some- and now declarer is in posithing and up went dummy's tion to make the winning
king, falling to East's ace. "guess."
East shot the diamond jack
through South's king and
Bid with Corn
now the defense had four
tricks and declarer had a South holds: II-20-B
minus score.
•8
There are no sure ways to
•J 1054
guess right in the club suit,
•J 109 4
but declarer could have
4A 97 4
done better. The key is to
first take the finesse with
North South
which there is but one way
. 1•
,to go.
After drawing the second
ANSWER: One heart. Two
trump, declarer should take
a winning heart finesse. diamonds is an alternative.
Next he cashes the heart ace But a four card major should
and ruffs a heart, dropping be introduced in preference to
West's king. A trump is led raising a minor.
--to dummy's 10 and a diaSend bridge questions to The Aces,
mond is played to South's P0 Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 75225,
king. West wins the ace, with self addressed. stamped envelope
cashes the queen and exits for reply

"Se

Always Free
Layaway!
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BLAZER

WAS 60.00

NOW 29.99
Western style corduroy blazer in Misses and
Junior sizes.

JEAN

WAS TO 22.99

1

NOW 10.99 '

BEFORE YOU BUfl

Select from several styles in indigo blue denim

Saifti 10-14 48 Unit t
SINat4-22tit Taie•tinit

BUTTERBAll HEN
TURKEYS

I

BUTTER BALL
TURKEY

'''''''41110
4.. x-,.._:"

Husband Wants Only
Their Only Child

474,
4l

4 0,
4

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married for
1
2-year-old daughter we are both
eight years and have a 2/
crazy about.
We have a happy,loving marriage,a nice home,good jobs
and a fun life. (I am a school teacher.)
I love children and want another child soon, as I'm not
getting any younger. My husband doesn't want any more.
He was an only child and prefers peace, quiet and tranquility. He's an excellent father although sometimes he's a
bit intolerant.
Before we were married he said he wanted children, but
now he insists that one is enough. This is our only area of
conflict, and it's a serious one. We both can see the other's
point of view but feel too strongly about our own to
compromise.
According to our religion (Jewish) we have an obligation
to replace ourselves. That's two children. I would give him a
surprise, but I might end up single.
What do you think?
BEWILDERED
DEAR BEWILDERED: If he promised you children,
keep reminding him of his promise. And pray he has a
change of heart before you have a change of life.

it.urn.

Modelliso 10-14 lb Unit 1

HEN
TURKEY

85
CLOSED TIINIKSDIVDIC MY

WM\
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By Abigail Van Buren

•• •
DEAR ABBY: I met this guy at a nightclub, and we were
immediately attracted to each other. He's a Virgo and I'm
an Aquarian, so our signs are perfect for a lasting
relationship. He asked to see me the following night, and to
cut a long story short, we soon became very, very close, if
you know what I mean. Abby, I never fell in love so fast in
all my life!
It turns out that he is engaged, but he's I.sving serious
doubts about whether he really wants to go through with it.
(His fiancee lives out of state.) He is oonsidering calling it
off until he gets his head straight. He says their wedding
date has been changed twice because first she wasn't sure,
then he wasn't. I wouldn't feel that I was breaking up
anything if he calls it off this time.
In the meantime we are seeing each other every chance we
get. He treats me like a queen and I am loving it. I keep
telling myself,"This is wrong," but the minute I see him, we
seem so right for each other.
I'm afraid he's just using me as company until he gets
married. He tells me he "cares" for me, but he won't say "I
love you."
Where do I go from here, Abby?
STAR GAZER
DEAR STAR GAZER: Quit looking at the stars and
look at the record. You're involved with a man who's
considering breaking his engagement to another
woman. You love him, but he won't say "I love you,"
even though you are very, very close(and yes, I know
what you mean). Tell him goodbye and good luck,awl
to call you if and when he gets his head straight.
• ••
DEAR ABBY: Don't you ever have a problem? I'm sure
you must have. If so, would you please share at least one
with the millions of people who have shared theirs with you.
FAITHFUL READER, ATLANTA
DEAR READER: I thought you'd never ask. One of
my biggest problems is the newspaper that fails to
run the tag with my column that reads: "For a
personal, unpublished reply, write to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. And please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope."
I hear from at least 300 people every week who do
not sign their names, or fail to include their addresses or stamped, self-addressed envelopes. Then
they chew me out for failing to answer their letters.
I am the enla.01 peewon in the world to. reach.
Should you lose my address, simply write to "Abby"
in care of the newspaper that runs my column.
•••
Gettiwg married? Whether you want a formal
thing"
church wedding or a simple."do-your-own,
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plum
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills. Calif. 90212,
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SKIRT

WAS 19.99

of
at
di

NOW 12.99
Wool blend plaid skirts in the seasons most
important colors. Well-tailored with snappy
accordion pleats. Your wardrobe can't have
enough of them at these special savings!
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SWEATER

WAS T019.99

NOW 8.99
Choose crew-neck or v-neck sweaters Other
styles too!

SHIRT

WAS 15.99

..

NOW 8.99
Button-down collar shirts in solids Other styles
too!
-

Central Center

753-7991

Hours 10-9 Daily
1-6 Sundays
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Washington Today
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON API — When Jimmy
Carter and Ronald Reagan get together
Thursday, with great civility and
almost a sense of ceremony, it will be a
far cry from past transitions.
John Adams found it expedient to
sneak out of the White House at midnight because he did not want to meet
Thomas Jefferson, the incoming third
president, on the day of his inauguration.
Harry Truman thought Dwight
Eisenhower
had a chip on his
shoulder" when they met, post-election,
in the Oval Office. Eisenhower's demeanor, Truman wrote, was one of
"frozen grimness."
William Howard Taft rode with
Woodrow Wilson to Wilson's inauguration but did not fill him in on any
government business.
Herbert Hoover privately confessed
that in 1932 he tried to trap Franklin D.
Roosevelt into decisions that would
have forced the incomint president to
abandon "90 percent of the so-Called
New Deal" and adopt the Republican
administration's major programs.
Carter, on the other hand,coupled his
telephoned congratulations to Reagan
on election night with a vow to do
everything in his power to smooth the
transition.
The practice of formally helping the
new president dates back only to 1952
and Truman, who thought it was "an
omission in our political tradition that a
retiring president did not make it his

11=11111e

business to facilitate the transfer of the
government to his successor."
After Eisenhower won the
Republican noNunation in 1952, Truman
invited the general to Washington for
foreign policy briefings. In a new book,
"Off the Record: the Private Papers of
Harry S. Truman," author Robert H.
Ferrell writes that Ike refused because
"his advisers evidently thought it would
hurt hill campaign.''
Truman wrote in his diary, "the
president-elect has been coy about
cooperating for the turnover ... Ike and
his advisers are afraid of some kind of
trick. There is no trick."
Eisenhower, by all accounts, was
warmer when he turned over the
government to John F. Kennedy. "I
don't think we have asked for anything
that they haven't done," Kennedy said
after their two pre-inauguration
meetingsin the White House. •
The transition from Richard Nixon to
his appointed vice president, Gerald
Ford, in one of the most traumatic
periods of the nation's history, was
greased through the foresight of Ford's
friend Phil Buchen.
'Months before Nixon resigned,
Buchen — without • telling Ford or
anyone else—formed a sub rosa transition team, which met on a regular
basis.
"They realized that had I known of
their activities, I would have demanded
that they stop," Ford said later,
But, he added, "it did provide a good
start."

Letters To The Editor

Thanks For Help
To The Editor:
The Murray-Calloway County Senior
.Citizens wish to take this opportunity to
thartk everyone who helped us make
our First Christmas Arts and Crafts
Festival such a huge success.
'A special thanks to the Jaycees for
the use of their building, to the Merchants, Ledger and Times, WSJP, and
WNBS for the help they gave us with the
advertising. We also wish to thank the
Murray High School Stage Band, Murray Squar-A-Naders Club, Front Porch
Swing Barger Shop Singers and Otis
Elkins Band for the entertainment.
We hope to make this an annual event

mim

A Helping Hand
Dear Friends:
The Lions Club WPSD-TV Telethon of
Stars keeps before us the opportunity
for people to give of themselves for the
benefit of others. During this season of
Thanksgiving, the board of managers,
the staff, and the handicapped children
and adults receiving help at the West
Kentucky Easter Seal Center give
thanks to you for devoting your time,efforts, and so much heart toward their
rehabilitation by giving to the Telethon
in such a generous manner.
May each of you enjoy the goodness
of this great American festive season,
and thanks for making it possible for individuals to take steps they otherwise
might not have taken. Their lives are
enriched.. your life is enriched by lending a "helping hand" to others!
Sincerely,
Russ Wolfe
Executive Director

Thoughts
In Season

)

By Ken Wolf
"Mankind must put an end to war —
or war will put an end to mankind," intoned John Kennedy in a speech to the
UN General Assembly in September,
1961. His words remain eloquent — and
timely — despite the passing years:
Let us call a truce to terror. Let
us invoke the blessings of peace.
And as we build an international
capacity to keep peace, let us join
in dismantling the national
capacity to wage war.
Was he referring, one wonders to the
"capacity to wage war" of all nations,
even ours?

Murray Ledger & Times
Cusps 3067001
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tyles
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with the next one being bigger and better.
Again,thanks to everyone.
Annette Lale
Secretary
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens, Inc.
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Galley

By M. C. Garrott

All Systems Are 'Go'For Band's
Big Macy Thanksgiving Parade Trip
They're in the countdown at Murray
High for the Tiger Band's long-awaited
trip to New York to march in the big,
nationally-televised Macy's Thanksgiving parade a week from today.
Saturday afternoon at 4 o'clock the
128 band members and 29 chaperones
will climb into four big Brooks buses for
the first leg of their trip, an overnight
run to Alexandria, Va., just across the
Potomac from the nation's capital.
They'll change drivers at 2 a.m, at
the Holiday Inn in Bristol, Va., have
breakfast at Natural Bridge, Va., and
visit George Washington's home at Mt.
Vernon before checking in at the
Towers Hotel in Alexandria, for a twonight stay.
Monday they will spend seeing the
sights of Washington. . Mrs. Helen
Miler, the lady in Hopkinsville who has
made the arrangements for the trip,
has set it up so a professional tour guide
will boon each of the buses to escort the
band in a body about the city. They'll
visit the White House, the Capitol
Building, hopefully see a Kentucky
senator or representative, Ford's
Theater and some of the other places
they read and study about much of the
time.

The Story Of

—491

Calloway County
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
C99311•10619. 1971
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Darrell Shoemaker died at the age of 52 at his College Farm
Road residence, attributed in part to smoke inhalation suffered
the previous year at his home during a fire. Darrell was a potent
political leader, veteran of World NVar H, and for 25 years processor
of field seed and popcorn. He was buried in the City Cemetery,
On March 30, Convenient Food Mart on Chestnut Street was
robbed of $1,056 by a lone bandit. Although few holdups had ever
occurred in Calloway County, crime in this fashion appeared to be
on the upswing in 1970.
An agreement was reached by representatives of Murray Flying
Service with Murray Airport Board in the form of a five-year lease
with exclusive rights to operate on the base. Each member was
under the opinion the arrangement would diminish the cost of
hanger maintenance.
Ilarold Hurt; campaign drive chairman for the Red Cross, announced April 3 the goal was running behind at least $9,000 and
urged citizens to give generously to close the gap.
Although the school bond issue of the previous year had been
rejected, the county school board asked for a special election to
be held, once again asking for 13 cents tax levy under a 20-year
retirement bond plan for $2,200,000 held necessary for construction
o new elementary schools accommodating 950 students. Aptly, the board and sponsors were under the impression the
special bond issue- would be more handily passed with a lesser
voter participation than the previous one in the general election.
Once again they were disappointed by a No vote of 1,807 and a
For vote of 1,157. The gimmick didn't work, however another one
later would accomplish the goal and nullify the will of the taxpayers.
Another academic concern, H. Glenn Doran and Harry Lee
Waterfield were appointed to the ISISU board of regents April 10
by Gov. Louie Nunn,
Dr. Gordon Wilson, native of New Concord and long-time
professor at Western State University, died April 5, 1970. Dr.
Wilson was Kentucky's premier author and folklorist,"including
ire.Ady articiet of "Tidbits of Kentucky Folklore," published in over
a hundred country newspapers over the state, including Murray.
In recognition of his talents, the old library building in Bowling
Green"Was named in his honor. The 81 year old professor was
buried in Fairview Cemetery in Bowling Green,
To Be Continued

Statue of Liberty and wind up their
sightseeing atop the Empire State
Building before having dinner at 6:30
p.m. at Rockefeller Center. After that,
it is early to bed, because the next day
is the big day of the parade, to be seen
by an estimated 2 million spectators
and by more than 29 million on television.
+++
Thanksgiving morning, they'll be
roused from their beds at 3 a.m., the
earliest our Jeff ever got up in his life,
and get "parade dressed." Then they'll
go out on the street and rehearse what
they will do before the television
cameras.
Just to be sure they have it, the NBC
television people will have a crew there
at 4:30 a.m, to video tape the band's
performance in case something happens and they fail to film them as they
pass in the actual parade.
They've been told by parade officials
and NBC that they should be on national
television about 2'7 minutes, and assistant director Jim Wright told us the
other night at the school that the band
would- be "somewhere in the middle of
the parade."
After the video taping the band will.
have breakfast, relax for about an hour
arid a half before checking out of the
hotel and taking its assigned place in
the parade lineup for , the 2'7-mile
march through the city.
Once they are through the parade
route, their birtes will be waiting to take
them to Rockefeller Center for a big,
Thanksgiving feast, "the likes of which
they've never seen," as one chaperone
described it.
After that, they will leave immediately for the return trip to the Towers'
Hotel in Alexandria with a short stop in
Philadelphia for a visit to our nation's
birthplace, Independence Hall, with its
Liberty Bell.
+++
Friday. Nov. 28, they will do some
more of the sights in Washington,
namely the Smithsonian Institute and
the Museum of Technology, both on the
Mall, before leaving about 2 p.m.
They'll have dinner at Natural Bridge
about 5 p.m. before coming on down Interstate 81 to Abingdon, home of the

Capitol Ideas

is
the night at the Empire Motor Lodge.
Their last day out, Saturday, will
begin with breakfast at 7 a.m., and include lunch at Cookeville, Tenn., and.
the trip home to Murray,arriving at approximately 5 p.m.
+++
This newspaper as well as local radio
stations will be presenting reports from
the directors on'the band's activities,
where it is and what it has been doing
throughout the trip.
Every detail•has been thought of and
provided for in a 14-page itinerary from
Mrs. Miller, who has handled arrangements for two bands participating
in the same parade on previous occasions. Each band member was given
one to help mom and dad get them
ready for the trip and to follow in keeping up with their whereabouts.
Each band member and chaperone
has been assigned to a specific bus, and
each bus has a captain, a patrol and a
loading crew. They've also been assigned in groups for their hotel rooms —
four to the room in Alexandria and Abingdon and three to the room in New
York City.
All the bases have been touched.
Everybody is excited and eager to get
on the way. It should be a great trip
with all the folks at home glued to their
TV sets next Thursday morning waiting
for the yell,"There they are!"
It has been a long, hard, trying struggle to come up with the money for the
trip, and many of the band parents have
worked untiringly to make it possible
with aluminum salvage, ham
breakfasts, spaghetti suppers, movie
tickets, dinner coupons, special donations and on and on.
The entire community has been
behind the trip all the way, too, and a
long list of business people pitched in to
help. Did they get all of the $50,000 they
needed?
As of last Saturday they were within
$2,300 of it with some more corning in
and several major donors standing by
to help take up some of the last-minute
slack.
We wish them godspeed on their trip,
and you can bet your bottom dollar
we'll be watching next Thursday mornBy TOM BAUM
Associated Press Writer

Congress'Pet Project Push
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON CAP) — Defeated
Democrats and their staffs might be expected to spend the lame-duck session
pushing pet projects in Congress in a
last hurrah. But they've been too busy
job-hunting.
It has become the chief activity and
obsession on Capitol Hill, where
Republicans take over the Senate and
gain considerable hiring power in the
House in January.
Burt Hoffman, an aide to deposed
House Majority Whip John Brademas,
is among the soon-to-be-jobless. But he
claims he finds "a little justice even in
this election."
Hoffman for years has been organizing various election pools, collecting
money from fellow House employees
and from reporters. He usually enters
the pools himself and fares miserably.
But when the results of his latest effort — a pool for the 1980 presidential
election — were posted, more than a
few eyebrows were raiscai. The winner
was Hoffman himself. Coming in second was another Bradernas aide. Judy
Briggs.
"Both presumably will need the
money, facing as they do the prospect
of unemployment in a couple of months." Hoffman wrote in announcing the
results.
To win the $106 jackpot, Hoffman accurately predicted the Reagan landslide that some have blamed for helping

••••
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20 Years Ago

+++
The next day, Tuesday, they'll go on
into New York City and check into the
Sheraton Centre Hotel on 7th Avenue
fill' Cwo'hights. The big event of that day
and evening will be getting to see the
famous Rockettes at Radio City Music
Hall.
The next day, Wednesday, they'll
spend seeing the sights in New York on
Grey Line tours. They'll have lunch at
an automat, take a boat trip out to the
+++4+++4444444++4444++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++44
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NEIRE WOUNDED

Members of both the Fire and Polo,
Departments of the city of Murray
reported for duty this morning, according to Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
Members of both departments except
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper and Police
Chief James Brown had reported sick
for the past two days.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Eurile
Jane Hillman, 83.
Last night's storm blew over a large
tree on the Murray Sanitation Department building on Highway 641 North
causing damage to the laidding. The
tobacco barn of Clifford White near
Mason's Chapel was destroyed by fin,
Reports of other damage in the county
have been listed.
Miss Claudia Matthai, daughter af
Mr. and Mrs. James Matthai, was mar •
ried to Kenneth Carson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Daymond Carson,on Oct. 30 at the
First Baptist Church.
Births reported include a buy to Mr
and Mrs. Gerald Ray on Nov 16 and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip McClain on
Nov. )8,
Thomas Lee and son, Murray, have
been elected to membership in tip
American Angus Association.

knock his boss out of office.
While many Democrats were out of a
job, Rep. Dan Rostenkowsiti of Illinois
-found himself with one too many.
Rostenkowski, now deputy majority
whip, can either take over from
Brademas as whip — a key leadership
post — or assume the chairmanship of
the House Ways and Means Committee
from defeated Rep. Al Ullman,0-Ore.
Both jobs are among the most powerful in Washington.
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.
has said he will let Rostenkowski decide
which of the two posts to accept.
But Rostenkowski seems to be having
a hard time making.up his mind. Nearly every day someone asks him whether
he's made up his mind yet.
"Nope," has become his standard
reply. He says he'll decide by Dec. 8,
the day Democrats organize for the
next year's session,
Meanwhile, Majority Leader Jim
Wright was discussing Rostenkowski's
plight with reporters the other day.
Rep. Sam Gibbons, D-Fla., who was
within earshot, suddenly froze in rapt
attention.
Gibbons is the highest-ranking
Democrat on the Ways and Means Committee after Rostenkowski — and he'd
get the powerful committee chairmanship if Rostenkowski decides to be
whip.
"I'm slightly interested in what you
are all talking about," Gibbons said'
with a sheepish grin.

Toy Falwell;60, and-ealvin Falwell.
68, were killed in a two car collision
yesterday on Highway 94 East. .
Veteran Sgt. Burman Parker was
named as Murray's Chief of Police by
the Murray City Council to replace
Chief of Police Charlie Marr who is
retiring.
Other deaths reported include Jabic
Lassiter, 71, and William Henry Ellis ,
81.
Births reported at the Murry,
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Millard F. Carman-and a boy to Mr. arid
Mrs. Bobby Dunn.
The Murray High School Tigers advanced to the Class A football finals last
night in Fort Knox by downing a Fort
Knox team in the semi-finals.
In high school basketball games Murray College beat Fancy Farm with
-Jerry Grogan as high scorer for College
High and Steve Cash for Fancy Farm.
Showing at. the Murray Drive In
Theater is "Wild River" starring Montgomery Clift, Lee Remick, and J0 Van
Fleet. This was filmed on the Tennessee
River showing the building of dams by
the Tennessee Valley Authority.

30 Years Ago
The 1950 Tuberculosis Christmas Sea;
Sale opened today in Calloway County
under the sponsorship of the Home
Dep-attrnent of the Murray
Club.
Dr. Clyde T. Francisco will be the
featured speaker at the Youth for
Christ Rally on Nov. 25 at the'Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
.
Dr. Ralph* Woods, president of Murray State College, will participate in a
safety conference. Nov. 19 to 21, at Cincinnati, Ohio.''
Births reported include a boy, Jerry
Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Knight on
Nov. 12.
Glindel Reaves has lots advertised
for sale on the new street, Elm, just
opened between South 11th and South
12th Streets, Murray.
Mrs. Tom Rowlett led square dancing
at the chili supper held by members
and guests of the Zeta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club on Nov. 16 at
the clubhouse.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 20. the 325th
day of 1980. There are 41 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Nov. 29, 1945, two dozen Nazi
leaders were put on trial before an international war crimes tribunal at
Nuremberg, West Germany.
On this date7
In 1616, Cardinal Richelieu becomes
the French minister of state for foreign
affairs and war.
Ten years ago, a niajority in the
United Nations General . Assembly
voted to give China a seat, but the twothirds majority needed for admission
was not met.
Five years ago, Ronald Reagan formally announced he would challenge
President Gerald Ford for the
Republican Party's presidential
nomination.
One year ago, 13 Americans were
released by their militant captors in
Iran, but Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
.declared that the remaining captives
would be tried as spies if the United
States didn't return the ousted Shah of
Iran.
Today's birthdays: Actress Gene
Tierney is 60 years old. Senate Majority
leader Robert Byrd of West Virginia is

63.
Thought for today: I never give thern
hell. I just tell the truth, and they think
it. is hell — President Harry Truman •
1884-1972i.

Bible Thought
4
I hale, I despise your feast days.
and I will not smell in your solemn •
assemblies. Amos 5:21.
Celebrations and hiih holy days
are. no substitute for , right
Let righteousness roll down as a
mighty stream
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BOB -MUSSER Campus Lights Director Changes
Lic. Electrician,
No Job Too Small!
Some Traditions In Annual Show

753-8417

The story continues as
customers try to follow the advice.
A gambling addict, for example, buys a pair of jeans
that has this proverb on the
tag: "Be honest in the long
run." she calls the race track
and places a bet on a horse
named Be Honest.
Customers, store owners,
factory workers, and company executives gather in the
last scene and the whole situation is resolved. Price decided
to keep the happy ending.
"Campus Lights" has had
trouble with copyright laws in
recent years, so Price decided
to use original songs.
But one thing he could not
get anyone in the fraternity to
change. The opening song and
poem have been used since the
first "Campus Lights."
"I'd do away with it if they'd
let me," he said, "but it's
tradition."

Grayville, is the only theatre
arts major in Phi Mu Alpha, a
music fraternity that sponsors
the musical comedy to raise
Price, son of Mr. and Mrs. scholarship money for
Don Price of 224 South Middle, freshman music majors.
"This year's 'Campus
Lights' will be more of a
theatre production than a
musical show," Price said.
"That's due largely to my influence."
He decided that the plot
needed a major overhaul. So
he dropped the 43-year-old
This offer includes Men's Women's and Children's Dress, Casual and Canvas
boy-meets-girl, boy-loses-girl,
boy-gets-girl-back theme.
Shoes.
He told the three script
You can mix then when buying, so bring the whole family, friend or neighbor.
writers (two are not fraternity
members; another tradition
changed) to keep the story
funny, but to give it and the
NO
Open late
characters more substance.
EXCHANGE
In the opening scene,
FRI. NIGHT
assembly line workers in a
OR
510 Main Street
jean factory relieve boredom
REFUND
by placing trite philosophical
Murray, Ky.
advice on the tags of the jeans.

24 Hour Service

Murray State University
junior Brad Price of
Grayville, 111., is changing a
few traditions as director of
the 44th annual "Campus

Lights," scheduled to begin
Feb. 12.

2
FOR
11
SHOE
SALE
Buy One Pair At Reg. Price Get A Second Pair Free!!
FAMILYSHOE
STORE

North
making
Wendy
to right
Harrisor

Brad Price

Prices Good 11-20 thru 11-26

COW301
1%1T43
IrococilL 1V1.4.3risest.
99' SAUCE
16., 1/89'
MUSHROOMS
119
MEAL
59'
CREAM
FLOUR
29'
CRUST MIX
25'
MUFFIN MIX
1,41.b.yE 1uPSgchk 4'4 17to
FRUIT COCKTAIL cocrtua
nurr,6., 59' OLIVES
69' KETCHUP
JUICE PACK
89'
$119
J
99'
CHIPS
Green Giant Sliced or Whole

Ocean Spray Cranberry

Martha White or Sunflower Self Rising

Kraft Marshmallow

Fri. & Sat. 8-8
Open 8-7
Mon.-Thurs
Choice ot 1 With
$12.50 Order
Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order
MI 3 With
$35.00 Order

2 Liter
Limit 2

Gold Medal or Martha White

.
Del Monte or Libby's Garden

5 lb 89C

Duncan Hines

9 oz

Jiffy Corn

'

. 7 oz

Libby s Pineapple

Hunt's

20 oz

32 oz

Smuckers Grape

Baker's Choc. Flavor

2 lb. jar

12 oz

Log House Real

CHOC. CHIPS
COCONUT
ICE CREAM

Hyde Park
Grade A
Fancy Self Basting

181
/
2 oz.
Limit 3

pure cane

1

powdered

1 lb. Box

limit 2

With $25.00 Additional
/
Purchase Excluding Tobacco,
Dairy Products t Tom Turkeys

Closed Thanksgiving Day

Sunshine
Libby's Pumpkin

PIE MIX

MILK

14 oz.

99'

MARSHMALLOWS

$149

PEACHES

Tobasco Bloody Mary

MIX

30 oz

Kroft Miniature

Eagle Brand Condensed

6

ARP
•

49'
\

14oz

Bryers

16-20 Lb.

We Gladly Accept food Stamps

SUGAR

ORDER YOUR
PIT BAKED
HAMS, SMOKED
519
TURKEYS OR BB
SHOULDERS FOR
THANKSGIVING
With $25.00 Additional
/

Baker's Angel Flake

TOM TURKEYS

69'

Powdered

Purchase Excluding Tobacco/,
iry Products t Tom Terkeys

12 as

1407 W. Main
753-4681

CAKE
MIX

8 oz•

Towie Stuffed

WAS,

$25.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding Tobacco,
Dairy Products t Tom Turkeys

Jiffy Pie

. Plain or Self Rising

thhe

•Im Mom im-•••• Mos

7 oz

5 lb

ELLY

COCA
COLA

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

30 oz.

I

16oz.

Del Monte or Libby

79'
59'
69'

/
1
2 or sli. 29 oz.

CHEEZETS

10 oz 69C

Sunshine Crispy

CRACKERS

1 lb. box 59C

Sunshine Vanilla

WAFFERS

11 oz. 19C

Crisco

Libby's Solid Pak

2/89'

PUMPKIN

2 pk. 10 oz.59C

PiiiiHELLS

$199

OIL

38 oz

04000000000000.0.0000000000

U.S.D.A.
Grade A

FRESH
HENS

Center Cut
\
PORK

CHOPS
\$159

89V

Hyde Park
Grade A
Fancy Self Basting

•

THE

•

SESAME STREET •
LIBRARY
ORDER YOUR
•
Volume
•
PIT BAKED HAMS, SESAME STREETII .
9
0 9c •
•
*SMOKED TURKEYS OR -- u_s_RAE(....,
•
•
• BBO SHOULDERS 1,
i ,.- ."..'.7-'-.
•
•FOR THANKSGIVING
•
•
•
•
ii

HEN
TURKEYS

TMI

voLum02-.

10-14 lb.

79'

Sir,

•

•
•

'A
-

•

Fun
p.gabce Lean
"
MOOgreni •
For Your
•

••••••••••iii-•••••••••••••

Pork Loin

Owen's Famous Pit Baked

$1 39
END
lI

•

lb

I

HAM

$119
lb. ar by the lb,

U.S. No. 1 Russet

POTATOES

loib

$149

U.S. No. 1 Russet
Country Style

$1 49

SPARE RIBS

POTATOES

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

HAM

$.
129
b

5 lb

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

ilb.

79c
19c

Bryan's Boneless Smokey Hollow

HAMS
Economy 3-5 Lb Pkg.

Delicious Florida
or whole lb

L.
$19

ORANGES

Owen's Best B.B.Q.

BAKED HAM

$329
lb

California Red

GRAPES

GROUND BEEF.:

Yellow

Owens Famous Pit Baked

'219

ONIONS

U.S Choice Sirloin

HAM.

TIP STEAK

Owen's Best BIM

Florida Pink

BEEF

GRAPEFRUIT

Owen's Famous Whole

Florida

or Whole.lb

U S. Choice Sirloin

TIP ROAST

B.B.O. SHOULDER

'18-20

CELERY

$119
5 lb.

I

< ,
69
15c
lb.

lb

$1.29
5 lb.

Lg. 48 size

I

19c

— BEST COPY AVM
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HEALTH
Don't avoid your doctor
EAR DR. LAMB -- I need

North Elementary sixth grade students of Mrs. Humphries advertise their books by
making dioramas. The first place winners from left to right are (top photo) Jeff Smith,
Wendy Parker, Jody Lassiter, and Troy Denhardt. The second place winners from left
to right (bottom photo) are Vena Crum, Michelle Hale, Rhett Matthews, and Brian
Photo,be erect. Miller
Harrison.

he Right
intities

Main
81

your help I have epilepsy
This started with an illness
about 10 or 11 years ago. Um
54 now At first I used to drink
a lot and the doe told me that
was the cause of it so I
stopped completely about six
years ago. I haven't tasted a
drop since Whenever I would
have one of these seizures, it
worried my family a lot.
I'm under a doctor's care
and I see him every six
months. I take Dilantin three
times a day and phenobarbitol
two times a day but I still get
some spells. I don't fall down
or lose control of my bladder
like I used to but, start getting dizzy for a few minutes
and then lose my mind. I feel
awful. When people see me at
work I get worried that I will
lose my job. I've been having
this problem about every two
weeks.
I don't want to tell my doctor because I'm afraid he will
tell me to stop working and
that's not what I want. I've
been working for this company for 21 years and I want to
stay here at least four more
so I can complete my 25
• years. What can I do to avoid
these spells? The job I do is an
easy one. They took me away
from all of the machinery
because they were afraid I
might get hurt. Are there
some new medicines I could
use? I'm tired of having these
spells and worrying my family.

DEAR READER
.1 can
understand your concern but I
must say you're going about
your problem in the wrong
way
Go see your doctor He's
more likely to adjust your
medicine than to tell you that
you have to stop working.
Today most people who have
epileptic seizures can have
them controlled with medicines. Sometimes it requires a
great deal of experimenting
over a period of quite some
time to be able to find the best
combination of medicines for
a particular patient. There
are other medicines available
and it makes a difference
what combinations of medicines are used. The different
types of epilepsy are discussed in The Health Letter
number 10-8, Epilepsy: You
Can Have It Too. which I'm
sending you. Others who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
Your letter suggests you're

powdered

working for an understanding
company that is making an
effort to provide you a proper
employment opportunity
That's great Now you should
do your part by seeing your
doctor to try to get your medicines regulated to give you
the best chance of doing well
and avoiding seizures.

In Concert

Director: Mrs. Margaret Boone
Organist: Mrs. Maxine Clark
Presented To The Public By

There are a large number
of people who do have epilepsy. Many cases are idiopathic,
meaning we don't know the
cause. In other instances
they're secondary to injuries
or even tumors. The large
number of automobile accidents in this country alone
results in many new eases of
epilepsy every year.

The First
Christian
Church

Anyone who has a seizure
needs a careful evaluation to
determine the cause. Many
people have seizures that are
not caused by epilepsy To
give you an example, some
older people with heart block
have poor circulation to the
brain which can cause them to
develop convulsive attacks.
These are treated with a cardiac pacemaker.

(North of the Square on Fifth)

Sunday, Nov. 23,6 p.m.
Reception Follows Church Parlor

Most Stores
Open Late
Nights
'til Christmas

ache Maek
PreChristmas

Femi Stamps

pure Calle

The Chancel Choir
& New ripe Organ

Lawrence E. L amb,M.D.

Idea! Powerful Hi-Fi Stereo Receiver
Great Gift
Realistic'
STA-820 by

See
4/

\Iv;

N

011111

Sal

I

e s
Act now, get a great receiver with extra features
at huge 33% savings! Easily drives two pairs of
speakers to room-filling volume. And two magnetic cartridge inputs let you use two turntables
—great for providing continuous music at
Christmas and New Year parties or making
professional-type recordings! 40 watts per channel, minimum rms into 8 ohms from 20-20,000
Hz,-with no more than 0.06% THD. Hurry —
buy now! #31-2087

Save$120
10 oz

69'
59c

2399F.

359.95

box

VISA

11.z. 79C

CHARGE a!zoosl STORES,

Give Your Family The Joy of Music
All Year With a Complete
Hi7Fi System!

Open House
Nov.21-22
Fri.-Sat.
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Save
$1608°$499

Reg.
Separate
Items
659.80

• Realistic STA-820 AM FM Stereo Receiver
• Two Minimus'-11 Die-Cast Metal Speakers, Each with Acoustically Aligned 5"
Woofer, 21'2" Horn-Loaded Tweeter
• LAB-270 Automatic Belt-Drive Turntable. Dust Cover, $27.95-Value Realistic
Shure R47EDT Magnetic Cartridge 31-2087, 40-2035, 42-2965

Register to win one of Jim's original carvings!

•

$149
I

.10 lb

C
lb 19CC

5 lb.

Jim Eckhardt, Stihl's riationally known
chain saw sculptor, demonstrates his
remarkable wizardry with wood. Jim uses
only a Stihl Chain Saw to carve Indians,
animals, busts and other items from rough

90 Minutes with
Fiedler and Mantovani

logs. You can watch this amazing
craftsman create one of his famous
sculptures to be given away at the
Open House. So be sure to register for
the drawing!

Sold Only at Radio Shack!

88
39

STIHL®

Reg
49.95

lb.

lb

c
69
15C

S129
5 lb
•
48 size

19C

8-Track

Murra Home
& Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Cassette

Its all electronic— the usual harsh
bell is replaced by a pleasant
sounding tone You also get AutoRecital of last number entered. plus
Universal Dial System 43-284. white
43-285. brown

51-1050, 51-1052

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio that* Store or Dealer Nearest You
Olympic Plaza
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
Murray

„. •

,

as
seen
TV

Experience the combined genius
of Arthur Fiedler and Mantovani in
this one-of-a-kind collection 36 alltime favorites! A great gift! 50-2050,

Phone
753-2571

-1

2-Disc
LP Set

699 599 699

•

COPY AVAILABLE

r

• To Hang It Up, Just Put It Down

The world'sla • estselling chain saw.

„,,,5 lb

<

ET-100 by Radio Shack

Save 20%

Also during Open House, you'll find special prices on Stihl,
the most dependable precision chain saw made.

5119

This Christmas Give the
"Phone of Tomorrow"

4
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Trouble Is Too Much Talent For One Spot

Crum Admits To Being In A Quandary
It was Burkman, he conLOUISVILLE, Ky. t AP )
Coach Denny Crum admitted tinued. "who got us out of the
he was in a quandry as hot spots last season. I would
Louisville prepared for its na- like to have the senior leadertionally televised basketball ship of Burkman in the game.
opener Saturday against By the sonic token, 1 would
like to have him coming off the
DePaul.
Crum said he will start four bench."
returning regulars from last
Crwn said that Burkman
season's NCAA championship probably deserves the chance.
squad, but he's having trouble' -tart against DePaul in,the
1
-with one guard slot.
Tip--Off Classic at Springfield,
"Too much talent is Mass., -but I have to do
aVallable,- said Crum, and I what's best in the long run,
want to be sure I pick the right
and all the players'know that
boy for this game. It's impor- it's their job to itecept
tant to as."
whatever role they're put inCrum said he probably will to."
tap Scooter McCr.ay_ for_ the
He said Burkman, a 6-foot-5
vacancy and keep Roger
Burkman on the bench until guard, did a good job last
he's.iLlle.ederi He makes _Season Wiling_ out his teamthings happen for us."
mates and "I'd hate to be in a

position not to have that. I
think -that's probably the
deciding factor."
He said that with McCray in
the lineup, he's had a 6-foot-9
guard, "and- I've always
wanted a 6-9 man in that spot.
That's one of the things I like
to have, an advantage at
guard. If you don't have a 7foot dominating inside people,
then you need a height advantage at the guards.'
Crum said he wasn't
disturbed by the preseason
poll which ranked his Cardinals third behind Kentucky
and DePaul.
"Kentucky deserves that
honor," he said. "They've got
most of the talent and most of
the size. The only thing they

don't have is a world of experience."
Burkman, a senior and
talented enough to start for
almost any team in the country, said he understood
Crum's dilemma.
"I think coach Crum is in
the position that's tough
because he has to make that
decision," Burkman said.
"I'm gonna come after them,
you know that. Coming off the
bench or starting, I'm gonna
be after them."
Crum said the Cardinals
have been playing a lot of zone
defense and he expected to see
some , zone , defense from
DePaul.
"I'm sure a lot of people will
zone us this year. We will be
ready for them."
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HITTING THE ROAD - MSU co-(aptain I_'aura Lynn leads the Lady Racers into the 1980-81 season for their basketball opener at Southern Illinois tonight.

Phoenix
I US Angc
:olden S
Seattle
Portland
Sari Dal.;

Johnson Expected To Be Out Of Laker Lineup Eight To 10 Weeks
LOSANGEIF.S AP)-For
two years the quickness,
strength and enthusiasm of
Earvin "Magic" Johnson
have given the world of college and pro basketball someone who really can do it
. .
- all."
No big man in the game's
history has had such varied
skills - leading a devastating
fast break, throwing passes
that baffle opponents and
• delight crowds, then charging
inside to out-rebound the big-

ger men who usually decide
things.
Bigger men, you can have
the game back, for awhile.
For most of this winter, the
magic is gone. The 6-foot-9
Johnson will undergo knee
surgery on Monday and he will
be lost to the defending National Basketball,Association
champion I.os Angeles Lakers
for 10 to 12 weeks.
But Johnson expects to be
Wick, strong as ever, before
the 82-game, NBA regular

season ends. He felt
something "pop or crack" in
the knee Tuesday night in a
Laker game against Kansas
City.
When the left knee was
given a full examination
Wednesday. Dr. Robert
Kerlan, Laker team physician, said: "Magic has an extensive tear of the medial
semi-lunar ca rtilage.Johnson said Kerlan told
him the injury may have occurred a.week before when he

was fallen on by Atlanta
center Tom Burleson - or
when Dallas center Tom
I.aGarde fell on Johnson Sunday. But playing again Tuesday didn't cause further
damage,the doctor added.
Although
disappointed,
Johnson said: "It's not like I
won't be able to return this
season. He said I'd be 100 percent when I come back.
"We'll be in the playoffs,"
Johnson added,"and we'll win
another championship."

It may not be wise to bet
against the 21-year-old's
prediction.
At 19 Johnson led Michigan
State to the major college title.
At 20 Johnson was the first
rookie named most valuable
player of the National Basketball Association playoffs. He
had 42 points and 15 rebounds

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer ,
Billy Martin, the firebrand
of the Oakland A's, who led an
almost anonymous team to a
remarkable second place
finish, was named American
League Manager of the Year
Mich., Whose subcommittee is
Ziegler, National Football tervention was needed or
for the third time by The
studying legislation to make League Commissioner Pete wanted.
excessive violence in sports Rozelle, and representatives
James S. Reynolds, Associated Press today.
Martin was an overwhelm.
events a federal crime,said he of professional basketball and representing the Justice
could not understand Ziegler's soccer testified against Department, said the legisla- ing choice in the balloting by a
logic.
legislation introduced by Rep. tion "would be an unnecessary. nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters,
"That's like saying if we Ronald M. Mottl, D-Ohio.
and unwarranted expansion of
receiving 400'2 votes to 108 for
eliminate simple assualt we
criminal
jurisdiction
federal
The legiklation would have a
runner-up Jim Frey, who took-will have aggravated
penalty of up to a $5,000 fine or into an area that can ade- the Kansas City Royals to the
assault," he said.
quately be handled by state
one
year
jail,
or
both,
for
American League pennant in
"All I'M suggesting is that
law enforcement authorities.
his first year on the job.
because of the intensity of the anyone convicted of using ex'We
note
that
most
profescessive
violence.
Dick Howser, who succeedcompetition, there is a built-in
sional athletes are subject to
frustration.It_is_burnan nature
Faith ,said the leagues were. theauthority af_the various_ ed the combative Martin as
that when a person is attack- able to police themselves professional sports leagues manager dfthNYoW
ed, he will use what is - through the use of fines and and organizations, and we Yankees and won the East
available." suspensions and no federal in- submit that the activity' pro- Division title in his rookie
scribed by this bill can be year, finished third with 20'-2,
more effectively deterred by Earl Weaver of the Baltimore
vigorous self-policing by Orioles was fourth with 10.
Martin did an amazing job
league authorities," said
with the A's, taking a team
Reynolds.
Rozelle, who said he had fin- which finished in last place, 34
ed 136 players in the last 4'2 games behind first place in
years, told theskubcorrunittee 1979, to contention in 1980. Usthat 'professional football has ing virtually the same club
no need for physical contact which had lost 108 games the
among its players beyond the year before, Martin tamed the
contact inherent in the game team around,finishing with an
itself. The essence of our 83-79 mark, 14 games behind
Divigame is action, not violence. the Royals in the West
im-game
race.
The
29
sion
Football does not need
fighting or assault and battery provement was one of the best
or excessive macho behavior any team has ever enjoyed.
The A's are the fifth
to attract and hold fans.
"There is, in short, absolute- American League club Martin
ly no benefit to the NFL in per- has managed, following stints
mitting any form of playing at Minnesota, Detroit, Texas,
field conduct which adds to and New York twice. He has
player injury exposure," said been named AP Manager of
the Year twice before, in 1974
Rozelle.

Jackson Just Glad
Not To Be Involved

Harold Knight and David Hale will be in Uncle Lee's Sporting Goods
Friday, Nov. 21st, from 5:00-9:00 p.m. for a Goose Calling Clinic. They
will be demonstrating their' tube goose call and also their turkey
calls and new quail call. Harold is the present World Goose Calling
Champion and many turkey calling championships. Come on out,
meet Harold and David and hear the nearest thing to live geese and
its hard to the difference!

.—SPECIAL SALE PRICE GOOD FRI. ONLY
tHE ORIGINAL KNIGHT TUBE

GOCSE CALL

NEW YORK I API- Reggie
Jackson has one thing to say
about the New York Yankees'
managerial situation: "I am
just glad I am not involved."
Very much involved are
owner George Steinbrenner,
General Manager Gene
Michael and Manager Dick
Howser. Although Howser
guided the Yankees to 103 victories and the American
League's East Division title in
his first season as manager,
his status for next season remains in doubt, with published
reports insisting that Steinbrenner will dump him in
favor of Michael. "lam distressed over all the
hubbub and to-do made over
the matter, but it's
understandable," Jackson
said Wednesday. "First it's
the city, second the Yankees
and third the owner. Nobody is
bigger in this town than the
Yankees."
Jackson called himself "a
Howser man. Dick made some
mistakes, but he couldn't have
made too many when we won
103 games and our division.
Sure there were times his
strategy may have been ques-

After surgery Monday mor- starting lineup goes to
ning at Centinela Hospital in Michael Cooper. Cooper
Inglewood, the Lakers said scored 14 points Tuesday
Johnson's leg will be in a cast night, and Johnson wasn't
two or three weeks. missed immediately in reRehabilitation follows, pro- bounding as Jim Chones pullbably at home in Lansing, ed in 18.
Mich.
"This is a very significant
"I'll let my mother feed me, win," Lakers Coach Paul
keep me strong, give me a lit- Westhead said."If we lose, we
tle sympathy," Johnson said:
could've said: 'Gee whiz, we
His place in the Lakers' can't handle adversity.-
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Martin Is Overwhelming Choice

Rule To Ban NHL Fighting Could
Lead To Sticks Used As Weapons
By TOM SEPPY
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON AP)- Any
rule to ban fighting between
two players in the National
Hockey League could lead to
the use of sticks as a weapon,
says NHL President John H.
Ziegler.
Ziegler told the House crime
subcommittee. Wednesday
that fighting is an outlet for
the frustration in hockey. If
you eliminate fisticuffs, sticks
would come in play and we
wantto prohibit such action."
Chan-Mae fohn Conyers. D-

in the Lakers' final game victory over Philadelphia.
Prior to the Kansas City
game, won by the Lakers 10794, Johnson led the NBA in
assists this season with an 8.8
average and steals with a 3.5
average:He was first in Laker
scoring with 22.4 points per
game, and tied for second in
team rebounding with an 8.5
average.

ti4Kon
San At
Philado

tioned, but the guys on the
club made concessions for it.
They knew that Dick's heart
and head were in the right
place."
Jackson said the Yankees
were the kind of club who
needed a manager like
Howser.
"Most of the key guys are
over 30, guys like Bob Watson,
Tommy John and myself,"
said Jackson. "We appreciated a low-key, easygoing manager. I told_ that to
Steinbrenner."
On other matters, Jackson
said he wasn't disappointed to
finish second to Kansas City's
George Brett in balloting for
the American League's Most
Valuable Player, and that he
hoped the Yankees would land
Dave Winfield in the free
agent market, even though
Winfield has said that with his
new club he'd like to play right
field- Jackson's'position.
"I think there's a spot on the
team for a man who has hit 40
home runs and had 100 runs
batted in," said Jackson. "It
would help me and help
everybody."

when he led Texas to a second
place finish in the West, and in
1976 when he won the pennant
with the Yankees.
Martin went to Oakland just
before spring training and was
the main gate attraction for
the A's in the early part of the
season.
He Was available after being
fired bythe Yankees following
a fight in Bloomington, Minn.
hotel with a marshmallow
salesman last October. That
was the latest in a string of offthe-field battles for the
manager who carried on a
celebated running feud with
owner George Steinbrenner
during his two terms with the
Yankees.

Perhaps his most famous
war with Steinbrenner came
in 1978 when he called both the
Yankee owner and superstar
right fielder Reggie Jackson
liars. "One's a born liar, the
other's convicted," the
manager said, referring to
Steinbrenner's conviction for
illegal political campaign contributions. Within days, he
was gone, replaced by Bob
Lemon. Then, just as suddenly, Steinbrenner announced
that Martin would. return as
Yankee manager in 1980, with
Lemon becoming general
manager.
-

Yanks to the 1978 world championship and was named AP
Manager of the Year. But
when the team got off slowly
in 1979, Steinbrenner brought
Martin back for a second
term. The club staggered to a
fourth place finish - the
lowest any Martin-led club has
ever finished - and after the'
bar room fight, Steinbrenner
fired the manager.
But three months later, he
was back again, leading the
A's to one of the most amazing
form reversals in recent
baseball history.
Bill Virdon of the Houston
Astros was named National
League manager of the year
earlier this week.

That scenario never
developed. Lemon took the
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Wednesday's Gaines
Botun 10t, Indiana 91
San Antoroo 112, New Jersey 104
Plolacklphia 110, Goklen State 101
Thirsday's Games
Houston a Cleveland
San Diego at lkiruit
Los Angelis at Phiglux
Milwaukee at Portkool
Friday's Games
Golden State at Boston
Houston at New Jersey
Indiana at Philadelphia
San Diego at Washington
Seattle at Dallas
New York at Owego
Kansas City at Denver
Phoenix at lassAisteles

In other matches. Brian reacher
ilefeated Bernard Pils of Austria 6-4.64.
Peter Rennert beat took Sanders of The
Netherlands 6-4, 6-4, and Dick Stockton
topped Matt Ednionson of Australia 6-3,
6-7,6.3
DUBAI, United Arab Enurates (API
- Victor Amaya upset Eddie Mike 6-3.
6-4 in a first-round match ot the $680,000
Dubai Golden round-robin tournament
In other action, top-seeded Guillermo
Vitus of Argentina beat Yannick Noah of
France 6-1, 6-2. Pat Dupre downed Marty Iiiessen 6-3, 6-1. Gene Mayer
outlasted Stan South 6-7, 6-3, 6-4, the
Nashua of ItUSIIMIlla defeated John Sada
7-5, 6-2, Toni Gullickson bested Jose
Higueras of Spain 7-6, 6-7, 6-4, Poland's
Wojlek Fibak got by Bob latt1 2-6,6-2,6-3
and-Roscoe Tanner nipped Tim
G situ:loon 34,7:6,6-1.
BOIAX:NA, Italy r AP I - Corrado
Barauuti of Italy defeated Sean Sorenson of Ireland 6-3. 7-5 while Italian Paolo
Bertolucci defeated Mike Barr,6-1, 6-3 in.
the first round of the 875,000 Italian International I niiiior Tournament
BUENOS AIRES. Argentina Al'I
Jose Luis Clerc of Argentina topped
Eduardo liengoethea 6-3, 6-0 while Victor Pt-cur of Paraguay eliminated Joao
Soares of Brazil 6-3,6-4 in the first-round
of the Argentine Open
In other ['latches, Peter i:Iter of West
Gertnany beat Alex Gattiker of Argentina 3-6, 6-2, 7-5; Mario Martinet of

By ALEX SACRA RE
well," observed Pacci
Bird helped Boston jump out
AP Sports Writer
Coach Jack McKinney."When to a 37-22 lead after one period.
Larry Bird usually doesn't the man that plays their best The Celtics maintained a 15need much help to be effec- player is out, It certainly point advantage at halftime,
tive, but when the other doesn't help, when you've turned back a brief threat that
team's top defensive player geared your defense a certain saw Indiana pull within eight
goes out with an injury, look way."
during the third quarter and
out.
But even if Banturn hadn't coasted home.
Bird, capitalizing on an in- gotten hurt, McKinney wasn't
"We were a bit more lively
jury to Indiana's Mike Ban- sure the outcome would have than they were in the first
tom, scored 19 points and been different.
quarter," said Celtics' Coach
grabbed 18 rebounds Wednes"Larry Bird is a great Bill Fitch. "Tonight you saw
day night to lead the Boston player," he said."He plays in- the Larry Bird we know.'It
Celtics to their fifth con- side, outside and throws the means a bit more for him to
s,ecutive National Basketball ball all over the court. He does play here ( Bird played
college
Association victory, 103-91 things it takes to be a winner." ball at Indiana Statet, but
he
over the Pacers. Bantom, InIn other NBA games, the 'plays hard every night."
diana's outstanding defensive San Antonio Spurs topped the
Asked about his 18 reforward, had to leave the New Jersey Nets 112-104 in bounds, Bird said, "Reboungame in the first quarter overtime and the Philadelphia ding is nothing but luck.
It all
because of an ankle sprain.
76ers beat the Golden State depends the way the ball
"Bantom plays . Bird very Warriors 110-101.
bounces — but you still have to
go after it.''
Cedric Maxwell and Robert
Parish added 18 points apiece
for Boston, which has ,won
nine of its last 11 games. Indiana's Billy Knight lad all
scorers with 27 points.
Spas 112, Nefs 104
Wi,mnnd Basketball
Reserve center Dave Corla-ague
zine got eight of his 19 points in
CHICAGO HUSTLE Traded Toni
P I 1"I'SB U RG H ( A P ) - award at a dinner in Seattle in
Stachen to the Minnesota Fillies for a
Mark May has become the February, was a high school
1981 draft choice
FOOTBALL
University of Pittsburgh's standout in Oneonta, N.Y.,
National Football League
and he has been a starter at
DETROIT LIONS-Signed Mike Mc- first player to win the Outland
Coy, defensive tackle Waived Alva Trophy as college football's
Pitt since he was a freshman.
Liles, tackle.
outstanding
interior lineman. 'Pitt offensive line Coach Joe
LOS ANGELES RAMS -Signed Greg
The Outland winner wasn't Moore says, "Pro scouts tell
Horton, offensive guard.
SAN FRANCISCO 440:1(5-Added scheduled to be announced by
me that he is the finest offenGerard Williams, cornerback Waived
the Football Writers Associa- sive line prospect in the counScott Perry,safety.
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS-Added Cor- tion of America until Saturday
try. His size, speed, agility
nell Webster,cornerback Waived Jessie
night.
and intelligence are
Green, wide receiver
- But the Pittsburgh Post- unbelievable."
Gazzete made the disclosure
Gil Brant, the playerin today's editions in a personnel director of the
copyrighted story by sports Dallas Cowboys, has said,"He
writer Marino Parascenzo, A looks like a pro lineman right
Pitt spokesman confirmed the now. He is so big and so strong
report.
and obviously a great pass
"I'm ecstatic," responded protector."
the 6-foot-6, 280-pound May.
Pitt Coach Jackie Sherrill
"It's something that I can said it was a pleasure to put
The Packers opened the 1980 give back to the university the finishing touches on the
campaign with an overtime
because they have given me so • talented tackle.
victory over Chicago but the
much. Now, future. Pitt
"This is not only an honor
Packers proceeded to lose the _ lineman know that the for Mark and the university, it
next three — to Detroit, Los Outland is not just a dream."
is also an honor for a coach to
As a pass-blocker, the mam- have such a player," said
Angeles and Dallas.
The fans began getting
moth May has not allowed his Sherrill.
man to sack the -Pittsburgh
restive. The media became
"We didn't give him his
acidic. Starr carried on a quarterback since his talent. Ile already had his
private war with a critical sophomore season. And he is talent. We just put a little
segment of the press. Rumors nicknamed "May Day" sandpaper on him, arid it was
were that he was being
because he is the blocker Pitt a pleasure to see him become
readied for the axe.
calls upon in those distressing such a polished player."
Starr cooled the heat by win- third-andshort running situaMay and Pitt defensive end
ning three and tying one of the tions.
Hugh Green were also named
"But_this is not a one-man Wednesday to the first-team
next six games before losing a
cliff hanger against the arous- show,- May said. "It's a team All-American s_gitad selected
1H-17665
ed New York Giants 27-21 last effort all the way, and I'll be by the Football Writers
Sunday. The -Packers' Ex- honored to accept it on behalf Association of America.
ecutive Committee gave him a of my team. I'm also very hapAsa stand-up de(ensive end,
vote of confidence. His con- py for my parents."
Green is ineligible for the
May, who will receive the Outland Trophy.
tract runs through 1981.
Bolivia beat John James of Australia 61,
7-6. Marcos Hocevar of Brazil
elinunated Rick Easel 6-4, 6-7, b-3. arid
Andres Gomez of Ecuador knocked out
Christopher Casa of Erance 6-1, 2-6. 6-4
HUNG KUNG rAP,
Martina
Navratilova beat Wimbledon champion
Evonne Goelagong 7-5.6-4 ma $50003 invitational challenge match to win Ow
$30,000 first prize
GOLF
NEW YORK ( API - Secondyear pro
Beth Daniel, who won four hicenaments
this year and finished m the top 10 in 21
events, was named the I-PGA's Player
of the Year..
SOCCER
WEMBLEY, England ( Apr - Steve
Coppell and Paul Mariner scored goals
to lead England to a 2-1 victory over
Switzerland in a World Cup European
Group 4 qualifying game before a crowd
of 70.000
GYMNASTICS
PEKING I AP)- Julianne McNamara
of the United States and Chen Yung)air
of China tied fur first place with 3827
paints in the individual allarourid event
at the U S China gymnastics meet
COLLEGE
NEW YORK 1API - Darrell Gntfittr
who led lasusville to the NCAA basket
ball title last season, was named winner
of the Joe Lapchick Trophy as the top
colleo• I,,,kethall player for 1979-iin

Transactions
• By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
-TEXAS RANGERS-Acquired Kevin
Saucier, pitcher, from the Philadelphia
Plullies as the player to be named later
in the Sparky 1.yle trade of Sept 13 Added Wayne Tolleson, shortstop, and Lenny Whitehouse, pitcher, to their 40-man
roster. Outrighted Mike Hart, outfielder,
to Charleston of the International
League.
National League
PHILADELPHIA
PHILLIES--Assigned Jim Wright, pitcher, to Oklahoma City of the American
Association. Added Alejandro Sanchez,
outfielder, to their 40-man roster

Lombardi Casts Long Shadow

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Everywhere Bart Starr
looks, he sees the inevitable
shadow of his old mentor, the
late Vince Lombardi.
The street in front- of
Lambeau Stadium in Green
Bay, Wis., where the Packers
play their football games, has
been named Lombardi
Avenue. Pictures and
memorabilia of the fabled
former coach decorate public
buildings and shops.
The National Football
League's Super Bowl Trnphy
is named the Lombardi
Trophy. Marie Lombardi,
widow of the football coaching
legend who died 10 years ago,
. will toss the coin for Super
Bowl XV in New Orleans next
Jan. 25.
I.ombardi's credo has
become virtual deathless
scripture: "Winning isn't
everything, it's the only
thing."
Every coach who inherits
the reins of the Packers is
measured by this stern
disciplinarian who brought the
little community of Green Bay
five world championships in a

To anyone else this might be
an intolerable situation — in
fact, it broke the spirit of Imbardi's subsequent successors, Phil Bengtson and
Dan Devine — but not to Bart
Starr.
"I don't reghrd it as a problem — it's more an a asset,"
said the 46-year-old one-time
Green Bay quarterback,
whose arm and generalship
carried the Packers to three
straight titles, twO of them in
the Super Bowl.
"Lombardi left Green Bay a
rich winning tradition. Under
him, Green Bay won 10 divisional and world championship games — more than
anybody else figs done,"Starr
said.
He initiated a massive
rebuilding program the first
year and finished with a 4-10
record. The team went 5-9 in
1976 and 4-10 in 1977 when
plagued with injuries. Starr
produced his first winning
season in 1978, going 8-7-1, but,
losing key personnel, slumped
to 5-11 last season.
Green Bay fans exercised

Sunday, Nov. 23rd
1-5 p.m.
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everything else is a foul. He
does everthing in there."
Morton chimed in that
Leonard "learned he butts ii 165-13 ii hitt,.all al,
. I for
ao
.lot. He learned he holds a lot.
4111,
S
That's the main thing. He
*64..95
pl.. 7 I
learned he uses his head more
lit'
lit'
than he punches."
OTHER
SIZES ON•tI.E TO VET 111IST GARS
The Leonard camp was not
happy with referee Carlos
•Two steel belle plue 2 radial plfies
Padilla in Montreal, claiming
*
E.T. i Federal Exeter Ta•
he let Duran maul and
wouldn't separate the
fighters. There also was
In
disatisfaction over the judgottl% 21f
ing. One judge scored 10 even
rounds and the other two called five rounds and four rounds
even, respectively.
"I'm not concerned about
the referee or the judges,"
ith the
said Leonard. "My main contomer to start
cern is Sugar Ray Leonard. I
our rar when
have to make the results hapmost others
pen.".
won't
The referee and three
judges will be appointed by
the WBC and announced at
fighttime.
"I'm here to fight and lodefend the championship, and
this time Mr. Leonard is going
to kiss the floor of the ring,"
said Duran. "I want a referee
who knows how to count from
one to 10."
America's best-selling replacement battery has

-- -Stop in anytimel,
See if Mike&Ike
got a flat deck .1
cage demo job. !

sed”striel Rd.
Murray, Ky. 753-9378
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"We're going to fight him,
but this time later on when
Ray has taken the steam out of
Duran," said Dundee.
Freddy Brown, who helps
train Duran, doesn't think it
matters
what strategy
Leonard employs."Duran will
fight the other guy's fight,"
said Brown. 'When Duran
walks into the ring, he's the
boss."
Ray Arcel, another of
Duran's strategists, feels the
first fight might have left a
scar on Leonard. "It affected
Leonard mentally," sad
Arcel. "It took all the guts out
of him. It's a boy in against a
man."
"The 15 rounds 'with Duran
is all he needed," said
Dundee. "He knows Duran
now. He's seen Duran. Duran
doesn't punch a lot...twopunch combinations and

Nn
c*"2.F
O
• asl
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Duran, Leonard More Ready
'68 to'118
For Rematch After 15-Rounder SAVE
on sets of4
Dundee( who trains Leonard.
-Dundee and Janks Morton,
another Leonard aide, feel
Leonard didn't jab and move
enough in the first fight and
that he shouldn't have tried to
fight it out in the early rounds
when Duran gained his winning edge.
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Our largest savings ever
on Famous Sears
Steel-belted Radial Tires

By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
•
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
remarkable restraint. After Good fighters learn by exall, Bart was "Vince's boy, perience. So what did Roberto
period of seven years, starting one of us — give him a Duran and Sugar Ray
in 1960.
chance."
Leonard learn about one
another in Montreal that will
help them in their rematch for
the World Boxing Council
welterweight championship
Tuesday night in the Superdome?
Duran, who won the title on
a close but unanimous decision June 20, is cagy when asked.
"I learned a lot," said the
Come out and join us for this annual event.
Panamanian Wednesday.
show you at the fight."
•Free Carnations
As for what Leonard learned
*Register For Free Prizes
that might be useful in the
•Punch, Cookies & Coffee
rematch, Duran said, "I don't
will be served
think he can do anything more
•Live Remote by WSW
than he did in the first fight. If
he does anything more, I'll be
ready for it.
"There have not been any
drastic changes," Leonard
said of battle plans. "I just
found out I have a left jab. I'll
just pace myself more carefully this time."
"The left hand will be in
407 Poplar
753-6100
play this time," said Angelo
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Old Time Values
at Sears Today

Starr Sees Former Coach's
Name Everywhere He Looks

Christmas
Open House

)re

May Becomes First
Outland Winner
While At Pittsburgh

overtime as the Spurs
outscored the Nets 14-6 in the
fiveminute extra period.
Threetitne NBA scoring
champion George Gervin led
the Spurs with 38 points, the
fifth time in the last six games
lie has surpassed 30.
Mike Newlin, who topped
New Jersey with 35 points, hit
a jumper withh 29 seconds left
to send the game into overtime.
76ers.110, Warriors 101
Philadelphia ' broke the
game open late in the third
quarter by running off 10
straight points, eight of them
by reserve forward Steve Mix.
That helped the Sixers to an
84-74 lead going into the final
period, and Gulden State Came
no closer than seven after
that.
Julius F:rving topped the
Sixers with 21 points as
Philadelphia won the for 16th
time _ ni its last 17 starts and
raised its record to 17-3, best
in the NBA. Golden State's.
Bernard King led all scorers
'With 29 points.

*Of ,

Bantom's Injury Spurs Bird

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
BANGKOK, Thailand Al'
1 ,az
seeded Ivan lend] of Czechioluvakia
beat Chris Delaney 6-3, 6-1 in the second
round of the Bangkok Classic

Win Fifth Straight, 103-91
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-the power you may need to start your car

IV
Stocked Locally-Expertly Installed
Tires• Batteries
Electronic Spin Wheel Balance
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• Prices are catalog pries • Shipping and installation
extra • Ask about Sears credit plans • Now on sale
in our -TB" catalOg supplement.
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Reagan To Start Filling Top Jobs This Weekend
By ROBERT PARRY
Associated Peru Writer
WASHINGTON (API - As
infighting over prized Cabinet
posts builds, Ronald Reagan
will begin fining his administration's top jobs this
weekend, and his friend .and
campaign manager, William
Casey, is likely to be picked to
'head the CIA,sources close to
the presidential transition
say.
Sources said Casey,67, who
had some World War II experience in intelligence, faced
Virtually no opposition as CIA
director, although stiff competition continued for many
other Cabinet-level jobs.
Reagan, meeting with
President Carter today for the
first time since the election,
plans to return - Friday to

awn,
Asr

BALLOTING - Middle School students Sherry Lovett
and Amy Lackey; and Bob Jackson,freshman at Murray
High School, are pictured as they cast their ballot for
the book of their choice to "The Hall of Fame." The
contest, sponsored by the Calloway Co. Public Library,
is in conjunction with Children's Book Week being observed November 1 7-22. All Junior High students may
vote anytime during the week in the display area of
the Public Librarv.

Iranian Speaker Says U.S.
Must Do More For Release
••

Te9130f13e.
the conditions,' --ttasheni
, By The Associated Press
"It is our understanding
The speaker of -Iran's sanjani told a news conference
that the executive branch of
Parliament says the United in Algiers Wednesday. "But it
the government is still -con.States must do more to get the claims it will take time to int-sickritig -our proposals',"
.52 American hostages in Iran -plement its acceptarice- tif the
Muskie Said, -and until we
released, but Washington conditions.
have some indication there is
hopes for a different response "We have agreed to release
an official response, it is not
from the Iranian government. the hostages on condition that
particularly useful to try to
-In principle, the U.S. the U.S. government imcomment or interpret this
:.overnment has accepted all plements the conditions. Ackind of statement."
ceptance in principle is not
A . European diplomat in
enough.
Algiers said Rafsanjani "at
"When the conditions are
first sight" appeared to be reaccepted, the hostages can be
jecting the partial Arperican
freed. It all. depends 'On the
acceptance or Tron'S condi• HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
American government show- County Judge-Executive ing its sincerity and eooperations.
Erb-molds..says tion. • William.
..
Christian County finances are
He added that the Algerian
tighter than anticipated and ambassadors to Iran and the
- Fiscal Court will have to make United States are in Tehran
• Some cuts.
and "are cooperating with Ira- "Revenue is down and ex- nian - eXpertS in . considering
year,
Edpenses are up this
the American reply and
munds said this week.
discussing Iran's final deciHe did not-say what areas in sion."
which he believes cuts need to
Secretary of State Edmund., LOUISVILLE, Ky.. (API --be made, but he said he plann- S. Muskie de'clined to com- ' A police investigation coned •to discuss it with ment on
Rafsanjani•s tinued today into the death of
Magistrates F. E. Whitney, remarks, telling reporters in model agency president
Richard Tanner and Tommy Washington the Carter ad- Debra I.. Anderson, who was
Leavell. before Fiscal Court ministration had "no reason to missing for a week before her
meets next Tuesday.
believe this is an official body- was found in the back
seat of her car under 14 feet of
water in the Ohio River.
Atter days of searching
parking lots around the county
for Miss Anderson's car, Jefferson County - police-started •
searching the river early
Tuesday afternoon -after
receiving a tip. Shortly after
midnight, an underwater divpower steering, power
1973 Chevrolet Impala Coupe
ing team located the woman's
brakes. air conditioning. $899
car resting upright about 115
offshore from Carrie Gaulliert
Cox Park. .
Miss Anderson's body was
fully clothed in the red shirt,
red pants and black jacket she
was wearing when she disap,
1973 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, Black, power steering
pored.
4.
power brakes, air conditioning. $1499.
Jefferson County deputy
coroner Lloyd Workman said
Keep That Great GM Feeling
that he found no'marks on tier
body and no indication of
With Genuine GM Ports
violence. •
GAJAUTY
SERVICE PARTS
Workman said. preliminary
641 South
autopsy results indicate that
the cause of death was drownmg:However,he said it will be

Hopkinsville Judge
Says To Cut Budget

California, where he is expected to begin making final
choices for his Cabinet. The
selections, however, are not
expected to be announced for
several days.
Transition sources said
William French Smith,

Col. Sanders Is In
Slightly Worse
Condition Today
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) Col. Harland Sanders, the
founder - and international
symbol of Kentucky Fried
Chicken, is in slightly worse
condition today at a local
hospital, according to a KFC
spokesman.
John Cox said Sanders, who
is suffering from pneumonia,
is running a low fever for the
first time in several days.
Cox said doctors are now using additional antibiotics to
combat the pneumonia.
The condition of the 90-yearold Sanders is described by his
doctors as serious,Cox said.'
He said Sanders is conscious
and is "eating some and sleeping a lot."
Sanders entered the hospital
Nov. 7 suffering from his thrid
attack of pneumonia this year.
During an earlier bout with
pneumonia it was discovered
that Sanders was suffering
from leukemia, a disease of
the blood. Cox said doctors
have
suspended
_chemotherapy treatments used in treating leukemia.

Reagan's 63-year-old personal
lawyer, remained the clear
favorite to become attorney
general, and William Simon
was considered likely to
return to his old job as
treasury secretary.
Smith, Casey and Simon are
leading figures in Reagan's
"kitchen cabinet," 19 senior
advisers who drafted the list
of top Cabinet candidates.
Sources said that while
those three positions seemed
fairly firm, the rest of the
Cabinet selections still appeared fluid, with competing
candidates and pressure
group's jockeying for position.
Several aides close to the
transition also noted that the
list of candidates still could
change and that Reagan

might not follow it strictly.
Casey, former chairman of
the Securities and Exchange
Cominission in the Nixon administration, is one of
Reagan's closest political
friends and took over the
presidential campaign after
former manager John Sears
was fired last winter.
Casey worked during World
War II for the Office of
Strategic Services, a forerunner of the CIA.
Although one source said he
didn't think "anyone would
challenge Casey" for the CIA
post because of his close relationship with Reagan, most
other Cabinet candidates lacked that clear an advantage.
Sources said the struggle
over who will head the State

Brown Names Randall
Utility Group Head

Department was primarily
between Gen. Alexander Haig,
former NATO commander
and President Richard M.
Nixon's last chief of staff, and
former Treasury Secretary
George Shultz. Haig is backed
by more hard-line elements
within the Reagan camp while
Shultz is considered more of a
moderate.
Sen. John Tower, R-Texas,
remained a prime contender
for defense secretary, sources
said. But one source said that
choice "was not as solid as
some of the others," while
another source said Tower
"was in the pack" of candidates.
Reagan met with Tower on
Capitol Hill on Wednesday,
but Tower refused comment
on their talk.
Other names mentioned for
the Pentagon job included
Haig, former Treasury
Secretary John Connally and
Texas Gov. William Clements.
Another battle was shaping
up over agriculture secretary.
Sources said John R.Block.11lino's' agricultural director,
and Clayton Yeutter, chairman of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, were __under

•
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- commission.
Frank Ashley, Brown's
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
named assistant deputy at- press secretary, said Wednestorney general Katherine day's appointment should not
Randall as chairman of the be read one way or the other
state Utility Regulatory -Com- regarding speculation --thatBrown will revamp the Utility
mission.
Mrs. Randall, 36, of Lex- and Energy Regulatory Comington, succeeds Richard S. missions. The old part-time
Taylor of Owensboro, who Public Service Commission
was split into the two bodies
recently resigned.
Mrs. Randall was director by former Gov. Julian Carroll.
The resignation of Taylor
of the division of consumer intervention in the state at- and Perry White, head of the
torney general's office, which' Energy Regulatory Commisoften -opposes requested rate sion, had fueled speculation
hikes by utilities before the that Brown planned to take action soon.
Ashley said that an announcement regarding the two
agencies was expected soon
and Mrs. Randall's appointment "doesn't rule out continued review of these two
boards and how they best can
function."
The wife of former Court of
Appeals Judge James Park
a week to 10 days before a assault and burglary at her
Jr., Mrs. Randall uses her
final determination is made apartment was to have a
maiden name professionally.
because he is awaiting the Pretrial hearing.
She is a former law clerk in
Miss Anderson charged that
results of toxicology tests. The
tests are used to detect the the man broke into her apart- the state Court of Appeals and
the U.S.-Sixth Circuit Court of
presence drugs or alcohol in a merit, tied her up with leather
straps, sodomized her and cut
Appeals and served as legal
person's bloodstream,
research - add- legislation
She may not have been alive her wrists with a knife to
when the car sank in the river, make it appear she tried to counsel for the Office of
commit suicide.
Judicial Planning in,
he added.
About a month after the first Frankfort.
Jefferson County police
Mrs. Randall worked from
spokesman Bob Yates said charges, Miss Anderson
police have not have not ruled brought additional charges June:A-M-00d • November,
1979 in the Lexington law firm
against-the man,alleging that
out suicide.
of Stoll Keenon and Park.
The body apparently had he was following her to work
been in the river since about a and to restaurants, where she
week ago, when Miss Ander- said he would approach her
I I
I .
ti I
son failed to return home after table and stare silently at her.
At that time, she told assisa business appointment,
•
Workman said` Misl Ander- tant commonwealth's atOat&
son's family had posted a torney Delores Hill that a man
NON
$10,000 reward for information she didn't recognize had
threaened to kill her if she
leading to her safe return.
County police said the keys testified in the first case.
Ms. Hill said Miss Anderson
were still in the ignition, and
Miss Anderson's purse, con- was frightened by the threats
taining personal items .and but, "She wasn't a mess. She
some money, was near her in was a strong,outgoing,professional woman who took
the back seat.
Police said the car ap- precautions and carried on
parently was driven off the her life."
"She was a very courageous
boat ramp and floated out into
woman," said George Riggs,
the river where it sank.
Richard Anderson reported attorney for Miss Anderson's
his- daughter missing last family.
Yates said Miss Anderson,
Tuesday night after she did
not return home from a fitting did not request police protec2
tion after the threats. He also
at a local dress shop.
Miss Anderson, president of said her family kept police adthe Alix Adams Model Agen- vised daily about the threats.
cy, had been staying at het
parents' home since a man
broke into-her apartment and
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
assaulted her in May.
CST today furnished to The Murray
She disappeared two days a.m.
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
All Case
before the man indicted in the Corp.,of Murray.
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Livestock Market
Ky.. t Al', ICSDAk -.Estimated receipts cattle and calves
400; compared to Wednesday's close
slaughter steers and heifers untested;
limited cows and bulls near steady;
slaughter calves and vealers poorly
tested; represented feeders near
steady; utility cows 42.00-46.50, individual 51.25; cutter 39.50-44.00; canner
and cutter under 800 lb 37.0439.00;
slaughter bulls grade 1 1545 lb 59.75;
grade 1-2 891-1680 lb 49.50-59.00; few
choice 165-230 lb vealers 6500-75.00; few
choice 350 lb calves 55.00: feeder steers
inedium frame 1 package 675 lb 69.50;
medium and small frame 1-2 285-450 lb
63.00-67.50; 450475 lb 60.0046.00;,
medium frame 1-2 bulls 460-665 lb 52.0059.25; heifers medium and small frame
1-2 350-625 lb 52.00-58.00; stock cows
medi witframe 1-2 750475 lb 43.50-4940.
Hogs 808; compared to Wednesday's
close barrows and gilts steady to weak;
1-2 210-240 lb 47.00-47.15; 2 200.260 lb
46.50-47.00; 2-3 235-265 lb 45.75-46.50; 265215 lb 45.25.45.75; 3200-350 lb 4334144.50;
SOWS steady; 1-2 300-350 lb 40.50-41.00;
350-400 lb 41.00-42.00; 400-500 lb 42.0043.00; 566.630 lb 43.0044.00; boars over
300lb 13.00-35.50, under 3001b 31.75-34.25.
Sheep 25, untested early.
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Federal-Slate Market News Service
November 20;1900
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts; Act. 1202 Est. 1000 Barrows &
(lilts fully steady Sows riuKtly $1 94300
lower
11711-2 210-240 lbs... 140.00-4625 few 4650
IIS 21W-240 lbs
14575-4691
US 2-3 240-260 lbs ,
$45.25-4575
US 2-440-2701bs. ......
$44,2$45..35
LIS 1-2 270-150 lbs
US I-3300-450 lbs
(IS 1-3 450-500 BK.
.
. tJ5i-3SOOSOiios
US 2-3 300-500 tbs . .
linars :10.00-31.50 '
•

E.10 00-30 00
$37 00-39.00
$39 00-40 00
94091.1,291
$36 0437 00
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LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) A special federal grand jury
investigating alleged corruption in state government met
Wednesday for the first time
in two weeks.
The panel apparently heard
five witnesses, including
agents from the FBI and Internal Revenue Service.
Two other men and a
woman, challffered from the
federal building by an FBI
agent,could not be identified.
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Investigation Continues
In Agency Head's Death
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consideration for the post.
Block is supported by Sen.
Bob Dole, R-Kan., who has
said he would object to Yeutter's appointment because of
his connection with the
Chicago exchange, one of the
nation's largest commodity
markets with members
representing many major
agribusiness companies.
Health industry officials
were reportedly pushing Sen.
Richard S. Schweiker, R-Pa.,
for secretary of health and
human services.
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Road Drag Racing Group Holds Banquet
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The Purchase Area Off
Road Drag Racing Association was formed last summer
to promote dirt drag racing
throughout the Jackson Purchase. An awards banquet
was recently held at the
American Legion Hall in
LaCenter to honor the
members of the association.
Awards were given on a point
system to first and second
places in each class. Also, the
top point man award in each
division was given.
Three local men were
presented with trophies in
their division. In the B-Class
Dune Buggy division Kenneth
McGehee, Fulton, received
first place and Billy Kimbro,
Murray, received second
place. A B-Class buggy is a
1600 c.c. Volkswagen engine
and has been one of the most
popular classes this summer.
Kimbro has been racing for
two years on the local tracks.
In the D-Class Dune Buggy
Division, Handy McGehee,
Fulton, was first. Darrell
Sheridan, Murray, received
second place. D-Class buggies
consist of 1835c.c. Volkswagen
engines. Sheridan has been
racing on the local tracks for
six years. Sheridan, along
with Larry Bugg of Clinton.

RECEIVES COMMENDATION — Mrs. Martin Wells has been
awarded the Department
of the Army Commendation Certificate for her outstanding
performance as Military
Personnel Clerk and Secretary for the Professor of Military
Science at Murray State.
This award is based on performance and must be
justified in detail before it is approved. This is Mrs. Wells' third award. Mrs. Wells is the wife of Cpt.
Martin Wells,
Murray Police Department. The Wells have one son,
Steve, who is an eighth grader at
Murray Middle School. LTC Randell G. Routt, PMS, MSU is
presenting Mrs. Wells her
commendation.

Paducah Symphony
Orchestra Will Hold
Second Concert

THE "Victorian"
BY CASABLANCA FAN
COMPANY

The second concert of the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra's 1980-81 season will
be on Saturday, Nov. 22, at
8:15 p.m. in Jetton
Auditorium.
Dr. Gerald L. Welker will
conduct the program consisting of Beethoven Symphony No. 1 in C Major,
Op. 21; Debussy - Prelude To
"
,
The Afternoon of a Faun"
and Tschaikowsky - Romeo
and Juliet.
Tickets for this event at $6
for adult and $3 for students
will be available at the door or
call telephone number 5545878.
Tax deductible contributions may be sent to the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra, P. 0. Box 2242,
Paducah,Ky. 42001.

WINTER ENERGY SAVINGS
Increases heating ellniency hy elingnating stratilit atom ol hot air
on your
— maintains a more condortable living 1,..1
SUMMER ENERGY SAVINGS
thermostat
your
Set
at 78 to
— maintain a c or) level 01
between 70 to 72
REVERSE AIR FLOW
Our reverse option on our tans improves I onditions with or without
air conditioning by circulating air both downward and outward
LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION
All Casablanca Fans use the equivalent energy a Fat watt light
bulb running at lull speed
VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL
Ratan speed control with ranin.
2:-,RPM Ii, 210 RPM
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky's first family has
changed the name of its
newest member — for the
third time in his young life.
When he was born last June
17, the son of Phyllis George
Brown and Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. was dubbed Lincoln
George Brown. The parents
had agreed that the governor
would choose the name if the
baby was a boy. So he told a
news conference that he'd
picked Lincoln for Abraham
Lincoln, a Kentucky native

Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Murray Wholesale
Electric Co.

Call 436-2372

753-8194

206 East Main

Browns Change Child's Name

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

Te

received Sportmen of the
Yeart plaques. This award
was voted on by all members
of the Association.
The third local man honored
was Guthrie McNelly, Murray. McNelly was honored for
his participation in the 2-wheel
drive trucks division. He placed first in his class and was
also honored as top point man
overall in all divisions of the 2wheel drive trucks.
The association has promoted drag races at fairs and
dirt tracks all over the
Jackson Purchase area as
well as one in Missouri and Illinois. Plans and scheduling
are being made for next year.
Membership is open to anyone
who would like to join. There
are classes for ATC's, Oddyseys, 2 wheel drive trucks both stock and modified - 4
wheel drive trucks - stock and
modified, dune buggies with 6
classes and water pumpers
which will be a new class to
this area. A water pumper is a
dune buggy with a water cooled engine.
A meeting to plan for the
coming year will be held Nov.
23 at the Fulton Jaycee
Building. Any interested person may call 435-4353 or 4354294 for further information.

Murray Ky.

and the 16th president, and
George because it was Mrs.
Brown's maiden name.
A week later, the baby got
another name, Tyler.
Although fIrs. Brown had
agreed to stay out of the name
game if the baby was a boy, a
spokeswoman
she
said
nonelbeless began callir,ig the
youngster,"Ty."
So the governor called
another news conference and
said the baby's name had been
changed to Lincoln GeorgeTyler Brown, because "that's
the way Phyllis wanted it."
- ,..A•4•"+"5•'1:' !",‘”iths later, this
time .without a news conference, the Browns changed
the name yet again, this time
to Lincoln Tyler George
Brown.
Liz Dahl, executive assistant to Mrs. Brown, said the
latest name change "was just
something they wanted to do
privately." But Ms. Dahl had
to go public when newspapers
continued to refer to the child
by his hyphenated name.

AND THEY'RE OFF — Billy Kimbro, Murray, displays his
racing form that won him the
second place trophy in the B-Class Dune Buggy Division for
total points during the
year. The award was given by the Purchase Area Off Road
Racing Association.

How do others

make more profits?
Your CPA knows.
Financial structuring and short and long
range planning are Just a few of many
services performed by Certified Public
Accountants(CPAs)that can prove
profitable whether you are a one-man
operation. partnership. or corporation In
the process of auditing. CPAs scrutinize
your internal control systems cash flow.
depreciation of assets, securities, inventory valuations, contracts, leases, insurance. tax reserves, and related information concerning your financial
position and operating results.
Certified Public Accountants are
professionals authorized by law to perform the full range of accounting services For help in increasing your
profitability consult Michael H Keller.
CPA Certified Public Accountants perform the full range of accounting services

CPA
More than a title, it's a profession

Michael H. Keller
201 S 6th Street

Certified Public Accountant

753-8918

THE TURKEY

Samsonite
Easy Paks II!

NATIONAL STORE

Introduces

40%

OFF

THISFRIDAY&SATURDAY
NOVEMBER
21ST A ND 22ND.
THE TURKEY ZAPS HIGH PRICES...
Men's Fashion

Levis
$1 288

Reg. 25.00

One Group Of
Ladies

Dresses

25% off
Plaid

Skirts
$1800

Reg. 22.00

Men's Vested

Suits
Values From $100 to $140

1488-$9988

iT COPY AVAILABLE

Men's Basic

Soot, Big Boll,
ads Strumpet
. Reg. 19.00

Levis q 288

One
Group Of

0 Samsonite'

Gowns &
Robes
————

By Loraine /
11 2 Price

.
All Ladies

ladies Velveteen

Jeans

Blazers

$5

011

Men's

Sweaters

Shirts &
Sweaters

Off
$3 Oft

All Men's

Painters
Jeans
$2 on

easy PaKsu

Reg. 44.00 $3899

AN Ladies

$3

RIG SALE PRICE
B Fashion Tote 40.00 24.00
C Knapsack
50.00 30.00
D Duffle Tote 33.00 19.80 RIG SALE PRICE
F valet Garment Bag 80.00 48.00
C 24 Traveller
65.00 39.00
H 26 Traveller
75.00 45.00
I 28 with VVheeic
95 00 57 00

Yes it's Samsonite! Easy

Paks II They're the latest in packing and carrying
ease. Made of lightweight, practical nylon, Easy Paks II exterior helps resist water and stains. But the best
Part of Easy Paks II is their style They're vinyl trimmed for good looks and strength. And they feature brass-plated
hardware, for a great fashion accent. These Samsonite* cases have been designed to carry a little or a lot, depending
on your individual needs. Choose from several styles, from a knapsack or tote, to a 24 or 26 Traveller There's even a
style with wheels, for easy mobility. And a garment bag for carry-on convenience Choose one or mix and match
several pieces for an easily coordinated traveling system Easy Paks II In today's best colors.

Samsonite

Flea Bags
/
11 2
Price

CLASSIC' Ill
' ATTACHE'S
Open Late Friday Nite

•
•
•••1111.
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Engineering
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Foreign Service Officer
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Chuck Wynn

Dan Shipley

k
•

Richard Butwell

lk•

Secretary

James Weatherly, Ted Billington

Murray High Career Day
Gives Students Insight

Cosmetology

The
lion
grade
Ghos
ghost
Darn,
sixth

Computer Science

Through the efforts of the
Rotary Club of Murray, Murray High School students were
given the opportunity to talk
with people in 26 different
career fields.
In addition to those in the
Until recent years not much
photos, other consultants and
attention was paid to giving in their fields included: Dan Farformation about careers to ris, Banking and Finance;
students in high school,
Walt Apperson, Communica." perhaps because there tions; Bill Kopperud, Real
weren't that many careers
Estate; Dr. W. J. Pitman,
from which to choose. Now
Wildlife-Forestry Biological
"career education" is taught
Sciences; Dr. Mike Ridley,
throughout the public school Dentist; Connie Talent and
education system.
Leah Hart, Social Worker;
One way students can Mike Holton, Insurance; Nix
understand the careers they Crawford, Retail Sales; and
are interested in is by talking Charles Reed, Electricianto professionals in the field. Plumber.
How can today's high school
student pick a lifetime career
which he or she is legitimately
qualified for and can
reasonably expect to gain
satisfaction from?

Faye Wells

Sheila Ward

Health Services

Business-Industrial Management

DONA

Mich,

v

1

Dr. Bill Smith

The Turkey

Strikes Back Sale

Lawyer

Entire Stock
Men's & Boys

Jackets
Vests
Entire Stock
Ladies Robes

Fancies
& Solids
Entire Stock Men's
Levi & Wrangler

20%
20
2

Off

Off

Sport Shirts
Stuart Poston

Rick Lamkin

Nursing

Education

Accountant

*

Ladies & Girls "

E. W. Dennison

Coats
& Jackets

Off

Large Group Ladies

Co-ordinates

250,
/0

Jackets, Skirts,
Pants & Blouses

Off

Prices Good Fri & Sat.

OpencLate Fri. Nile

LERMAN
COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T. STORE

tilLt
Dr. Richard Usher

Robert Martin

West Jefferson Sr

DOWN
1 Lister
2 Class

Architect

CaMEROri
iGhLanbeit
ouse

MI Ladies
Dresses
Jr., Misses & Half Sues
One Rack ladies
Sportswear
Jr & Misses
All Ladies
Purses
One Group Men's Knit or Sweater
Shirts
s M,L,XE

Photos
By

Coda Ky

Gracious Dining - Scottish Decor
Reservations Accepted At
502-522-3630

Kaye Peebles

Thanksgiving Day Buffet
cerving 11:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

Medical Doctor

20%

One Group Ladies
All Weather

Odd Lots &
Broken Size

Coats

/
1 3 Off

Tube Sox

All Girls Winter
Coats & Jackets

20% ou

Boys Poly Cotton long Sleeve
Reg 799 S
Dress Shirts

bni

Open This Fri. Nite
Until8.1)0 Prices Good
Fri. Er Sat. Nov.21st-22nd

Downtown Murray Across Fro'', The Bank Of Murray Where
pathos,& Always Appreciated

Dan Miller

% 011

Dresses 2114

Settle-Workman

MAN

20

All Girls

Rack Boys long Sleeve
10 18 20% Off
Knit Shirts
One

graham &Jackson
FOR

20% OH

All Boys & Girls Dress & Casual

OFF
STOREWIDE

THE PARTICULAR
Open Late :rids, Night

ladies
Coats

ladies Dress
Shoes
Men's Poly Cotton
'Flannel
Shirts
20% Olf
One Table Men s Dress
Shirts Values To 11 99

All Men's Over The Calf

Gene Schanbacher

7

ACROS,
1 Calls
6 Rays
11 Land
erty
13 Gdal
14 Whilt
15 — Si
17 Tanti
symt
18 Steal
20 Heat!
21 Sty
22 Colo'
24 Infon
Slanc
25 Urge
26 Wast
ance
28 Weir(
30 Fruit
32 Inlets
33 Retry
35 Burch
37 Weig
India
38 Padd
40 Hebn
meas
42 —
43 Chun
Pb'
45 Befor
46 Latin
juncti
47 Sharr
49 That i
50 Reiec
52 Encin
54 Reda,
55 Metal

1

BEST COPY AVAII

Officer

• .41.,
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Decorate
with fisibb.)

War Continues With No
Battlefront Changes

ience

The sixth grade eyloratory drama class at North Elementary School, under the direction of Mrs. Humphries and Tamra Williams, student teacher, treated the three sixth
grade classes, the kindergarten, and the first grade classes to a Halloween play,"The
Ghost That Couldn't Groan." Standing (top photo.) Miss Boo, Wendy Parker; the
ghosts (from left) are Tracy Scott, Tim Edmonson, Michelle Hale, Lori Walker, Christy
Darnell, and Anita Wagoner. Mrs. Schroeder's kindergarten class sits fascinated by the
sixth grade performance. They are (bottom photo) first row; Sarah Walker, Jennifer
Dowdy, Anna Maria Fox, John Carroll, Kevin Mitcherson, Brian Wilson, Second row:
Michael Davis, Candis Williams, Jennifer Pardue, and Michael Dowdy.
Photos In Renee Milk,

•

V;

th

By ALEX Ern'
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq ( API —
Iran and Iraq reported more
hard fighting for Susangerd
and besieged Abadan but with
Ito major change apparently
in the situation on the two current battlefronts of their twomonth-old war.
Iran, after reporting it
recaptured Susangerd on
Monday and drove all the Iraqis out, said Tuesday it was
mopping up resistance near
the town. But Iraq, which
needs Susangerd to mount a
pincer attack on Ahwaz, the
Khuzistan provincial capital
35 miles to the southeast, said
its forces "tightened the
noose" around the town's
defenders and "destroyed
enemy reinforcements."
Both governments reported
helicopter gunship attacks in
the area, and Iraq admitted
that one of its MiG jets was
shot down.
Casualties reported Tuesday at Susangerd were less
than those claimed on
previous days. Iran said its
revolutionary guards and
troops killed 30 Iraqis, raising
, the total in three days of
fighting to 880. Iraq reported
98 enemy dead and a total of
509 for the same period.
At Abadan, on the southern
end of the 300-mile war front,
the Baghdad command claimed 150 Iranians were killed
trying to break out of the
besieged refinery city, while
Iran claimed its artillery and
troops drove the Iraqis back

inure than a nule from the
Bahrnanshir River, on the east
side of the city.
Iran claimed 8D Iraqis were
killed.
The casualty claims were
believed to be greatly inflated.
But none of the conflicting war
reports could be confirmed
since [wither government
allowed Western reporters to
get near enough to the fighting
to check on it.
Iraq also said it sank three
Iranian naval vessels in the
northern waters of the Persian
Gulf, shot down an Iranian jet
fighter that bombed the Iraqi
port of rao, at the head of the
gulf, and killed 27 Iranians
elsewhere on the war front.
Oil industry sources in New
York said Iraq has offered to
resume limited exports of
crude oil to long-term
customers through the 600mile pipeline from its northern oilfields to Turkey's
Mediterranean coast. But the
sources questioned whether
this could be done because of
the war, which has cut off all
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ackets, Skirts,

3nts & Blouses

43 Church part
Pl.
45 Before
46 Latin conjunction
47 Sham
49 That is Abbr
50 Rejects
52 Encircled
54 Redacts
55 Metal

22

23
it

1

32

35

38

46

42

41

50

DOWN
1 Listened to
2 Classify

5

54

55
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Majestic
House
Is Presenting
Their New
Private Dining
Room
Make Your Party
Reservations Now

Specials
80,.

b'
31

Pork Chops
$315

salad bar
and potato

Ground Round

with
mid potato

$295

Homemade Chili $1°0
Try our delicious pizza too!
Call In...759-1114

Majestic House
Steak•Pizza
N 1 2ih Olympic Plaia

—1"*".71‘7—r"777

T COPY AVAILABLE

▪ Dries in less than one
hour to a matte finish
II Soap and water cleanup
•Available in ready-mixed
and over 1400 custom colors

\

41

I

10% Discount
on all
Wallpaper Till
Dec. 31st

AWa
P .49
7
PAINTS

W Main Street

Murray. KY 42071

Phone 753-3080

SATURDAY (NOV. 22)

Catch the world's most famous chicken — The San
Diego Chicken — Saturday (Nov. 22) when the Murray
State University Racers open 4their 1980-81 basketball
season with a game against the England National Team.
The Chicken will bring Piis comedy act to Racer Arena
for the 8:05 tipoff. Make plans to Join him at MSU for the
most entertaining basketball game of the 1980-81
college season.

MSU / ENGLAND NATIONAL TEAM
NOV. 22 / RACER ARENA / 8:05 P.M.
• 1 30 A/I,

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
liCKE TS 0
,
,CED or is S4

WI
)

CALL. 7624184 OR WRITE
MSU TICKET OFFICE

am, If

MSU STUDENT MUST PURi4.4.4SE Tp., SE T

Football --,MSU / Western Kentucky
1:30 p.m., Stewart Stadium
Women's Basketball — MSU UT Martin
600 p.m.. Racer Arena

ALSO COMING
SAT. (NOV. 22)
*II

WHEN QU'RE LOOKING
FOR SOMEONE IN A
SNOWSTORM,YOU HAVE
TWO CHOICES...

00

0
29

p eli'
ssilit'l
30

allSatin,

LATEX INTERIOR FLAT PAINT

0

40U CAN WANDER
AROUND LOOKING AND
LOOKING AND LOOKING..

OR OU CAN JUST
STAND IN ONE SPOT
HOPING THAT THE LOST
PERSON COMES BY..

I'LL GIVE HIM ABOUT
I. FIVE MORE MINUTES
0°
o•O 0 ° 0
0
o
•
00
GO

0

HEY, THE SIGN
DOESN'T MEAN
WHAT IT SAYS

THROW
PILLOWS

DEPARTMENT
STORE

No one who comes to Joe
Callais for help leaves disappointed. The Murray State
University machine shop
worker meets requests from
nearly every department on
campus. '

• -*;,'"!-

00 0 0
o

C

Machine Shop Worker
Meets Every Request
recalled a few months ago. "1
went to Joe and told him what
I needed. Within a week he
gave me something that does
just as well."
It took Callais about 10
hours and $20 to build it.
Callais is a , machinist,
Callais, Aurora, operates a carpenter,
electrician,
machine shop for the College welder, and having worked
of Environmental Sciences at with university professors for
Merray State University. His three years, knows the basics
official title is instrument of biology, chemistry, and
maker but faculty, staff, and physics.
students have learned that
If I weren't a jack-of-allhe'll meet any need for a trades. I couldn't operate this
gadget or piece of unusual shop. .It takes someone who
equipment.
can do a little bit of
A biology class needed
everything."
something to separate male
Callais tried to learn
and female mosquitos: a
everything he could from the
physic's class wanted to
jobs he has had in his long
measure the velocity of a rollcareer. "Sometimes I would
ing metal ball at different
even give up good paying jobs
angles: a biology professor
if I thought I could learn
needed to catch game birds
something now at a different
with a three-cornered net fired ' job."
from a rifle.'
When it doesn't interfere
All were accommodated.
with his job, he makes his shop
"Anything they bring in
available to the community. A
here, I do it," a confident
few weeks ago, he repaired a
Callais said. "I find out the
sliding glass door roller for a
needs and design according to
friend. A new door would have
them."
cost $150 reparing the roller
"Some of the things he
—$2.
builds aren't even on the
"I've yet to turn down
market," one professor exanyone who came in here and
plained. The projects and exwanted something done. The
periments they're needed for
university calls it 'regional
are unqiue and So are the inthrust.' It's good ,public relastruments. That's basically
tions."
the purpose of his shop.'•
Callais says the College of
Saving money seems to be
Sciences
Environmental
oneof his specialties.
couldn't get along without the
"I needed an instrument
'machine shop. Some of the
that was catalog priced at
people he has helped might
$600," a research aSsistant in
say they couldn't get along
the chemistry department
without hint.

o

0
NOW, PEEWEE --- I WANT
YOU TO BEHAVE
YOURSELF IN THIS PLACE

Joe Callais

0

0 0°

0

11 — 20

28

nItfooreSC°

Tidwell Paint &
Floor'Covering
1110

MURRAY, KY.

24
7

Moore's" Regal"

The Chicken is Coming!

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
3 Pronoun
1 Calls
4 Lick
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
6 Rays
5 Pack away
PASS
SCAR
oiw
11 Landed prop- 6 Prohibits
erty
7 Bitter vetch
13 Gctal
8 Silver symbol
14 While
9 Shooting star
15 — field
10 Endure
17 Tantalum
12 Greenland
Symbol
settlement
18 Steal
13 Mood
20 Heats
16 Corner
21 Sty
19 Trades
22 Colorless
21 Suppose
24 Informed 23 Whips
Slang
25 Musical
ER
LION
SE
25 Urge on
instrument26 Waste allow- 27 Three prefix
ance
29 River Sp
36 Set of games 44 Parvenu
28 Weirder
31 Figures of
37 Strainer
47 Vessel
30 Fruit cake
speech
39 Spool
48 Click beetle
32 Inlets
33 Leased
41 Rattans
51 Scale note
33 Retreat
34 Direction
43 War god
53 May mate
35 Burden
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 9 9 10
37 Weight of
India PI
11
13
12
38 Paddle
14
40 Hebrew
16
15
17
measure
16
11
20
.
'
42 — and outs

Iraqi exports and most of
Iran's.
Before the war, Iraq was
shipping more than 3 million
barrels of oil daily and Iran
was exporting between 700,000
and 900,000 barrels.
Also in New York, a state
judge deferred a ruling on
Iran's suit for $56.5 billion
against the estate of the late
Shah
Mohammad
Reza
Pahlavi after the State
Department
requested
postponement of legal action
until the 52 American hostages
in Iran are released. He was
the second U.S. judge to defer
action on an Iranian suit in six
days.

,U0 urea evwv Svm-twOe W

5AR&E, ID LIKE
TO TALK TO YOU
ABOUT MY BED

ZERO, TI-4E
ONLY THiNG I
WA-NT TO KNOW
ABOUT YOUR
ED 15 THAT
IT'S m APE

NOV-20

ZERO, 12
LIKE TO TALK
TO YOU ABOUT
YOUR BE1><

CAN'T FIND MY
FOUNTAIN

HERE,YOU MAY BORROW
MINE, BUT BE SURE AND
GIVE IT
BACK

Ti-IAT S MY
PEN
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LI LE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULT'S!
1.1epl Notice

1. legal Notice

Sheriff's Sale
Baxter Bare,
vs.
Mire Mitchell d/ b/d Marimik Industrial Supply
By virtue of a Default Judgment of the Calloway
District Court dated the 29th day of October, 1980, I
will on the 8th day of DecembeN 1480, at 10,00 a.m.
at 607 South Fourth Street in Murray, Calloway County Kentucky, expose to public sale to the highest and
best bidder the following items.
New and used industrial vacuums, brushes, cleaning
solvents and detergents.
(1) Royal typewriter
(3) Wooden step ladders
(1)Extension ladder (15')
(1) Office desk ana ,hair
Said property was levied upon as the property of
Michael Mitchell, d b a Marimik Industrial Supply, and
I will proceed to sell some to satisfy the lien of the
Plaintiff . Baxter Bilbrey, and the costs thereon to the
highest ond best bidder and the purchaser must pay
cash on the date of the sale.
Max E. Morris, Sheriff
Calloway County
Murray, Kentucky,

2. Notice
16. Home Furnishings 24. Miscellaneous
11. Instructions
It al#0.,fie saw the accident at lutuf erallabit Certified Ladies walnut secretary 803 Fireplace insert with
Olive and 12th Streets Mon teacher 3 years teaching and South 9th St Phone 753-1811
day, November 17th at 520 tutoring experience. Master's Two sets of coil springs for twin
Degree and above 436-2156
pm Please call 753-0485
beds. like new, 2 interspring
12 insurance
mattresses, one Kenmore white
Fantastic rates on 19/4 or washer, good condition, one
newer mobile homes. See or storm window. used 2 months.
call Johnny Williams, your Call 753-5569 or see at 1105
West Main.
M F.A. agent. 753-0445.

Check
Your
Ad ,

13. For Sale or Trade

17. Vacuum Cleaners

28. Mob. Home Rents
Two bedroom trailers, completely furnished, good condi
lion, from $145 Call 7538964
Two bedroom trailer,
miles
on 641 South, $150 and
deposit. 753-4699.
Two bedroom trailer on Ledbetter Church Road, $60 per month Call 354-6144

•6-4.,64•

4gt :et if.t ft ft ft

3

34. Houses For RentAl mo Heights, 2 bedroom brick,
carport, newly redecorated.
Deposit and references required. $195. Call 502-5547138 after 4 pm.
Basement house and clean-up
shop, 21
/
2 miles south on 121,
on 51
/
2 acres land. Will rent
seperate or together. House furnished or unfurnished. Very
low utilties. Electric heat. Has
washer and dryer. $175 plus
deposit. Clean-up shop, $200
plus deposit. 753-1852 or 7591422.
For rent: 2 or 3 bedroom house,
double garage, 907 N 16th.
492-8225.
House for rent with built-in
dishwasher, refrigerator. stove,
air-conditioner. Also 50' Tv.
tower, antenna and rotary.
References required. Family
preferred. 753-5737. .
Nice country home, city water,
garage, garden, 4 miles east.
Couples, no pets. References
and lease. $175. 753-7551.
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath furnished house with washer and
dryer, private, two miles from
town, $200 per month, plus
deposit, no pets. 753-9213 or
753-4110.
Partially furnished 2 bedroom
house. North 6th. No pets.
Deposit and lease required.
Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
Quaint 2 bedroom home approximately 9 miles southeast
of Murray. Married couples.
References. Deposit. 492-8594.
/
2 miles
Two bedroom house. 11
on 641 South, $200 and
deposit. 753-4699.

How Does
It Feel
To Be
Thirty?
Sharon
Kelso

DID YOU KNOW??
There's now a number you can
call for FREE educational or
career information. Just dial 1800-292-2253 between 10
a.m. and 8 p.m. and a counselor will help you.

AUCTION

APPLIANCE PARTS

WEST KENTUCKY
APPLIANCES

37. Livestock-Supplies
For sale. Round hay feeders,
$72.50; Mineral feeders,
$89.95; Stock tank de-icers.
$19.95; Heat bulbs, $1.95. For
all your animal health care
needs see Buchanan Feed and
Seed, Industrial Road, Murray,
KY, 753-5378.

E. E. Riley Executor
Auctioneer James Travis
No.
278

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Old English Sheep dogs
and Cockers. Call 527-8383.
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes. Breed handling,
tracking, and protection. All
breeds and ages. Professional
instructor. 436-2858..
Basset Hound puppies, 5 weeks
old, unregistered. $60 females,
$70 males. 489-2770.
Basset Hound, registered.
$125; unregistered, $75. From
hunting stock. Long ears and
sad faces. Will hold for
Christmas. 753-0672.
For sale: AKC registered Old
English Sheep puppies. Call
/53-2792.

World of Sound

We're banking on you. America, with

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Qualified applicants to American Midlands.
Inc. can receive assistance for:
$ Farm Purchases
$ Livestock and Machinery
$ Farm Refinance
$ Conversion from short term
to long term
$ Leasing
MINIMUM: $150,000

Call Toll Free
1-800-228-2702
(In Niabr8lca call 402/334-5100)
American Midlands, Inc.
2945 5 132nd St.•Orriaha. NE 68144
Member YAF.T''
With offices in Los Angeles. Dallas.
Minneapolis. Denver and Knoxville

Total turntable Packets Inductee.
• Fay Automatic Multi-Pia, Belt Drive
Turntable
• S-Shaped Tone Arm
• Bi-directional Viscous Damped
Cue/Pause Control
• ADC OLM-30 Cartridge
• Diamond Conical Slytus HO-? Base,
HC-2 Removable. Hinged Tinted
Dust Cover

No. 2 Self Sealing
Asphalt Shingles
In Wrapper

$1 495s,..r.

5r005510 2555X

PIONEER

No. 1 Roll Roofing
$795
Roll

Grove Trading Post an
indoor flea market! Tuesday.
• Balance tone and volume controlsFSaturday, 9-5, Sunday, 1-5.
closed Mondays.
• Stereo/mono switch
• Dual built.in condenser mics
Big Yard Sale! Saturday 8 til ?.
• Front mounted tuner dial scale
12th and Sycamore. Sponsored
• LED stereo station indrcator
by Murray •High Baseball
• Digital counter
Parents.
• Headphone lack

PORTABLE STEREO FM/A111 CASSETTE RECORDER

•lway power capability

LUCKY STRIKE
SALVAGE
817 Paris

Rd.

247-3276

41. Public

979.00

Swivel telescopic antenna
fl ••Swivel
carry handle

41-Real Estate

if you have oink, yard sale lef- Courrtry Living just niinutes
tovers, furniture, or anything from town! Be ready to move
you want to get rid of call right into this immaculate 3
Brown's Grove Trading Post we bedroom, 2 bath, ranch house,
sell on consignment 435- featuring 4 acres of tendable
land. Just some of the extras
4555
besides good neighbors are a
Three family garage sale in breakfast bar, ceramic tile
Canterbury Estates Household bath, extra large closets, and
items, few children's toys. much more! Thus one won't last
Located at the corner of Lon- lorig! Hurray and call Wendy at
don and Tabard Drives Friday 9 Spann Realty Associates, 75330. Business Rental
AM to 5 PM Also Saturday 8 7724.
20x3Q. Auto repair shop, gas AM til 2 PM
heat. Call 753-8119.
Yard sale, 1808 Shady Lane
H(RE'S TOUR OUNCE to own
Friday 8-4, rain or shine
a part of Mother Nature
Mini
without being out a lot of
Warehease
cash!! 13 rolling ocres on
JAMES'
Graves -Marshall County line
Storage Space
just north of Hwy. 80. Road
ANTIQUES
For Rent
frontage on Kurt end West
Custom Stripping and
753-4751
sides with two budding sites.
and
Repairing
tobacco base and been. Only
S18,500. Need further direcFor rent 2 large commercial
Refinishing. Custom
tions lust call. We'll help!
buildings across from M.S.0
Cabinets and Woodcampus, available May, 1981
working. No dipping.
JOHN SMITH ";?
Call 753-2967 after 5 pm.
Hwy. 641 South
32. Apts. For Rent
492-8850
We Buy
Apartments for rent, near
OF IHOMESI
downtown. 'Call 753-4109.
And Sell
Furnished apartments, one or
two bedrooms. also sleeping Yard sale, Saturday. 8-4, 2011
753-7411
k
rooms. Zimmerman Apart- Brookhaven. Gatesborough
Ad()(1Nr) i ill (
Assortment
of
children's
winter
ments, South 16th, 753-6609.
lockets.
For rent: 2 bedroom duplex,
1300 Peggy Ann Drive, 492AUCTION SALE
8225.
Nice two bedroom apartment.
Saturday, Novombor 22, 1980, 10:00 A.M.
Married
couples
only.
Location: From Paris take U.S. Highway 79 East approsimately 10
References. Deposit. Call 492miles, turn right on Elkhorn Rood and go 1.4 miles. Watch for Auc8594 after 6 pm.
tion Afloat,

glass
doors first $100. 153-4330
King automatic wood heater,
brick lined, cast iron grates
and doors, lift off cook surface
top, model 8802B, $259 99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
MONOGRAMS by Faye's
Monograms, 203 South 5th
Street. 753-7743.
Rolls fiberglass insulation, 31,"
thick, 15" wide, 40' long, R11, $1.98 per roll. Gypsum wall
board, 42"x4'x8', $3.95 per
sheet. Coast to Coast Hardware
Two only, demonstratoi
Homehte chain saws, 16" VI
Super II, under warranty,
$159.95. Coast to Coast Hard
ware.
Wood for sale, seasoned or
green. 436-2758.
Wheat straw for sale. Also
seasoned oak wood. 489-2630.

For sale or trade 1979 Jeep Electrolux Sales and Service
Wagoneer, one owner, 2000 Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.
miles, full equipment. Call 1-9. Farm Equipment
436-2427.
For sale: 540 MF Combine,
14. Want To Buy
same as new, only 170 hours
Handmade quilt in good condi- 13' grain head. $26,000. See
or call Marvin Roberts, Marion,
tion. Call 759-1286.
KY, 965-4888
ore
Advertisers
Want to buy. Used mobile
2O-Sports Equipment
requested to check the
home, any size. 527-1362.
first insertion of ads for
Want to buy: Bicycle exerciser. Pool table with balls and
This
corrections.
Please call 753-0806 after 4 sticks, regulation size, good
newspaper will be
condition, asking $125. 753pm.
1873.
responsible for only one
15.
Articles
For
SiW
incorrect insertion. ANY
The Pistol People. Invest in a
fuel,
triple
wall
Chimneys, all
Services
BE
ERROR SHOU
feeling of security, largest 25. Business
pipe, 61
/
260", $29.99; 8"x30",
IM
R PORTED
variety, lowest priced. no Beautiful ink portraits from any
installation
kit, 6",
$29 99;
registration or red tape in Ken- photograph. All sizes. Only
MELY.SO, PLEASE
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Wallin
tucky. Country Boy Store. 9 $10.00! Call 753-2928 after 4
YOUR
AD
CHECK
2. Notice
2. Notice
Hardware, Paris.
miles west of Hopkinsville junc Pm.
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
Catfish fingerlings, will be lion KY 164-117. Hours 8-5,
26.111-Radio
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
available on or about December Sunday 12-5,(502) 885-5914.
OF AN ERROR.
*
ITS A
Philco 19" color t.v with
1st Call Murray Bait Co. to
22. Musical
t*
FACT
stand. $125. Good condition.
place orders. Order before
7-vEreir Gitt Wrapping Is A3 Will the beautician that got the December 11th and 29th. 753- New and used Baldwin piano Call 435-4543.
Sperialty Al
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co., Wanted Person to take up paycamper top from Tr -City please 5693.
call. 753-0935
For sale IBM correcting Selec- across from the Post Office, ment on 4 month old remote
o STARKS
control color t.v. Warranted. 1
tric II typewriter, 4 years old, Paris, IN
O HARDWARE 0 • Let us take your com- excellent
& B Music, 753-7575.
condition, $600. Also 23. Exterminating
12th 8 Poplar
Remington 26 electric
l., plete Wedding Story in
27.
Mobile Home Sales
753-1227.
Eli
typewriter. 8 years old, needs
• photographs
For
sale;
1973, 12x65, fully
CALL
BUGS
All
minor
Call
maintenance. $150.
I6IT IT • CARTER STUDIO .
1 753-4961.
furnished, washer and dryer.
The Apple Tree School now has • 304 Main
Call 354-6616 or 437-4537.
753.8298
Glass firescreen! Brass, black,
MU 011"
1/
openings for 2 year old
12x65 Furnished, washer,
children. A limited number of Bible Facts. Free Store for the folding thermal doors, and
i
mesh screen. One season old.
dryer, air-conditioned, underopenings are also available for. needy. 759-4600.
Kelley's Termite
( pinning, and storm .straps.
Fits opening 33" to 36"x26" to
Is Everyone Entitled 3-5 year old children.
Good condition. 474-2342.
281
/
2". Simple to install. Only
To His Own Belief? Transportation provided to and 3. Card of Thanks
Pest8,.e75C3o3n9t1r4o1
$60 (was $150 new). Call 759759-4449. Children's Bi- -from
Phone
1970 Mobile home, 1240, 2
public
school
ble Story - 759-9945.
bedrooms, with new carpet,
kindergarten programs. For in- From the family of William 1378.
sliding glass doors and
formation about quality child "Bill" Stewart: Words cannot
FOR SALE
24. Miscellaneous
porch,with underpinning and
All Types of old diamoncare, phone 753-9356 days, express our deeps felt appreciads and gold iewelry,
Approximately 1 rick of wood allready tied down, partially
753-1566 nights, or visit the tion to all who showed their
wedding
rings,
and kindling. Yo U pick up. $25. furnished, gas heat, washer, in
facility at 1503 Stadium View concern during our sorrow
engagement rings, dinThank you tot your prayers, acts
753-9240.
excellent condition. Call 753Drive
types
of
ner
rings,
all
of kindness, inspiring words,
0480 or 437-4514 after 6 pm.
Fireplace
inserts,
automatic
TOO'S rings, antique bar
delicious food and many
GALLIMORE'S
two speed blowers, see through Nice, 1963 Galaxy, 10x56, 3
pins, broaches, karat
beautiful flowers We would
gold watches. We have
glass doors, $499.91). Wallin bedroom, central heat and air,
RESTAURANT
to thank the amalso
like
preselection
of
a
good
Hazel, Kentucky
fully furnished, $3500. 435Hardware, Paris.
bulance service and hospital
owned jewelry and will
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish every
Firewood: 18-24" seasoned, 4526.
emergency staff for your extra
pay top dollars for these
day 53 15 and $3.75. Counmixed hardwoods, $25 per 28. Mob. Home Rents
effort. A special thank you Max
items.
try Ham, T Bone Steak, Club
rich delivered. Call 753-8536.
Churchill Funeral Home for
Steak end Plate Lunches.
Rogers Jewelers
12x60 Mobile home for rent.
Fresh homemode pies. Com-The Diamond Salt of Parte"
your consideration shown to
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18" See Brandon Dill at Dill's
110 Vri leilaelengton Ss
pare our prices.
our friends and our family.
or 24". Also custom cut sizes. Trailer Court, Murray Drive-In
Nortlaskle of Square. Down-The family of William "Bill"
town Pad,TN. Phone NOV 442
llllllllllllll111111111111eit
489-2327.
Theatre entrance
Stewart.
For sale. Portable electric com- Two bedroom partially furnishaid-WI
M - Leather repair, dying, cleaning, pressor, 1 hp motor, twin ed on large private lot, 3 miles
OStn
saddle cylinder. 9 bar clamps, -Pipe eas1 of Murray No pets. Call
Lost Passport Reward offered' and alterations Also
753-6283 after 5 pm.
and harness repair. We make type. Call 489-261.3.
767-2986.
leather clothing, chaps, vests.
tack, belts. purses, billfolds,
6. Help Wanted
and many other gift items. Call
RN needed, 11-7. Call collect 747-3934.
502-472-2522 extension 32!
Saturday, Nov. 27, 10:00 a.m. at the home
Man's leather coat, nice, size
Sales people for personalized 38, $40. Two sport coats, nice.
of the late Mrs. E. E. Riley located at 1105
Christmas decorations. Reply size 38 long, $15 each. Call
Dunlap Street in Paris.
38242.
Paris,
TN
791,
P.O. Box
753-0788.
New Homelite electric chain
Westinghouse air conditioner like new, window fan,
saw, 1 year guarantee. $57.50
maple chest, electric range, refrigerator with freezer
portable
Built
Custom
Call 753-03_27
across the top, several metal cabinets, lots of linen,
buildings. Call 753-0984.
Ping pong table with net, pad:
odd tables and choirs, 220 heater, block and white
9. Situation Wanted
dies, and balls. Like new. $50.
portable TV, dishes, pots and pans, roll away bed,
753-8/44.
Leaf raking. Call 753-9137 or
hand tools. Antiques: oak secretary, shirt chest, four
Two
sewing
machines
with
753-7490.
trunks, bookcase, Duncan Phyfe couch, rocker, fern
cabinets; concrete blocks.
Seeking immediate employ- garden tiller; power cultivator.
•Surface Units
stand, cabinet radio, lamp and lamp parts, pictures
Exment in Murray area.
piano bench, mantle clock, mirror, lots of old books,
other
chiffarobe, and
•Bake & Broil Units
and
wholesale
•perienced in
household items. 489-2330.
small pedestal drop leaf table, dining room suite, wash
perfor
Proven
•Reflectors, Pans, Switches, Ther- retail sales.
Waggoners men's work clothes
stand, hall table, round oak pedistal dining table,
mance. For further information Used uniform shirts, pants.
mostat
three dressers, iron bed, rope bed, two beds with
753-6655.
call 9-5,
coveralls, shop coats. Corner
good springs and mattress, dressing table with choir,
Belts, Hoses, ETC.
3rd and Broadway, Paducah
oak wardrobe, treadle sewing machine, kitchen
KY.
Most brands and parts available
Will do baby sitting
cabinet, old picture albums and postcards, planters
16. Home Furnishings
peanut jar, churn, flat iron, old jewelry, rhany more
in my home in Hazel
items too numerous to mention.
Antique day bed. Best offer
area. Call 492Call 753-6232.
8515.
Commodes, write, A grade
$43.99. Walrin Hardware
641 North
753-4478 Will do sewing. alterations and Paris.
babysitting for 1 child between Kelvinator refrigerator, 14
1-4. Call 753-0952.
cubic foot, gold, one only. Year
Woman will do housework or end closeout price $419.95
care for elderly person or per- Coast to Coast Hardware.
sons. Have, references. 759- One Sears fence; gold carpet
sanortansnusausinansin
one stove; bedroom suite. 354
14.111111111NtiONNNllllllmug
1P4.
8370 or 753-4726.
11. Instructions
Pedesfaf dinette set, extra
Private guitar instruction. All nice; dark gold carpet.
styles
Beginning.
in- 13'x141
/
2', excellent condition
if
termediate. advanced. Chuck's large end table, good condi
Your Oldest and Finest
American Midlands
Music. 153-3682.
hon. Call 753-9293
of Tennessee, Inc./
Stereo Store Around,:

HAPPY
50TH
ROB
RAY

41. Public Sale

Rumm;ge sale. Saturday, 8 un
• til 7, American Legion Building
6th and Maple

3 Add This Turntable and Make Compiote
Stereo, Record All Your Records.

1

Shop and Compote
s
All OF Our Stereo Systems
"We Service Only What We Sell"
1S3-51111S I
I 222 U. I 2N.St.

GARAGE SALE
1713 Plebs.
view Drive. 3 beers silly •
SW. 7.a. ta 1030 only .
siveryllibeg ½ price front lest
w••lis
ger•es
Oslo.
Everythieg angst gel

We will be selling: Antiques, tools, furniture, appliances, items are in excellent condition! Lunch will
be available!

43. Real Estate

WARNING! Do not I
property unless
prepared to buyi
temptation is the
treed 15 acres...1h(
the home that COI
bedrooms, 2 bath!
room. The third is
close-in.. The fourtt
financing is ava:
your will power anc
753-1492.. Century
Jobs, Realtors.

liRuUT REMIT
Ina in,, ve Igoe.
aanaa,ewer we tellers
FARMS-NON
NUMMI
LAKE AND RECREA
PROPERTY

Listings noodedl
Coast to Coast.
front
Every
"Frost" Catalog.
STROUT REA

met foam.In
C•111•06.1
Sway. it

753-01111
Amylase

Would you like to I
40 ish again?...The
brick home locate(
street near MSU. I
you 3 bedrooms (la
bedroom), den wit
storage unit, 2
redecorated wit
wallpaper. panelli
scaped lawn with
shrubs fenced ba
privacy. Don't he5.
753)492.. Century
Jobs, Realtors, Oh,
priced in the $40's

Owner: The estate of Lizzie Wynns
Sale conducted by:

MUSTAIN LINVILLE AUCTION SERVICE
201S, Market Street- Paris, TN,
Phone C901)642-7738 or (901)642-2169

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, November 22nd, 10:00 a.m., rain or shine,
at the late Bryon Tolley home West Main n.1 14th
St
, Murray, KY.
Extra good sale of nice furniture, appliances, choice
antique furniture, gloss, and china. Collection items,
nice Broyhill couch and chair, desk, odd chairs, color
t.v., lamps, maple bedroom suite, lots of linens, rugs,
pictures, frost-free refrigerator, washer and dryer,
dinnette suite, antique bedroom suite, marble top
dresser with candle shelves, oak wash stand, Duncan
Phyfe dining room suite, with chino cabinet, cureo
cabinet, Jenny Lind bed, trunk, cedar chest, brass,
fireplace set, gone with wind type lamp, brass bell,
brass symbols, and horns, odd tables, magazine rack,
old pocket knives, straight razor, stone items, cast
iron items, good glass and china. Lots of small collector items, shop and carpentry tools. Lots more!
For information call

Otto Chester's
Auction Service
435-4128, Lynn Grove, KY.

AUCTION'
Date:

Rare Antique Furniture
From England

Saturday,
November 22, 1980
Colonial Home .
10 A.M.
Location: Nome located in behind Dairy Dip at Dover,
Tenn. Turn at driveway just beyond Baptist Church
parking lot in Dover. Reason for Sale: Dissolvement of
partnership.
Terms: Real Estate - 10% down day of sale, batonce within 30 days with possession on day of closing.
Personal items: Cash.
.
Description of Real Estate: Beautiful old 2 story
Colonial Home with all modern conveniences. Home
has aluminum siding, gas furnace, both city water and
sewer. Large spacious rooms on both stories. This
home is well located on two thirds acre of ground,
walking distance of churches, stores 8. restaurants.
For inspection call agents.
Special Note: This complete household of antique
furniture has been shipped to us from Liverpool,
England. Dates will be furnished on ay of sale.
Antique Furniture: Mahogo
p organ, Oak office desk. Burl walnut piano,'School desk & chair, Oak
drop leaf table, Ebony piano, iron frame, Edwardian
ottermon, Piano stool, Q. Anne triple mirror dressing
table, Q. Anne mirror back sideboard, Carved walnut
wardrobe, 3 Pc, oak bedroom suite, Walnut bookcase,
Several sets of chairs, Ladies walnut Duchess vanity,
Oak tiled bock washstand, Oak mirrored sideboard
w/columns, Victorian dressing table. Oak buffet, Carved mahogany wardrobe, Ornate oak umbrella stand,
Victorian gentleman's choir, Victorian carved credenza, Oak bedside cabinet, Sewing machine, Fine carved
Victorian bookcase, Golden oak hallstand. Oak goteleg
table, Tea wagon on barley twist legs. Curved fronted
china cabinet, Bowfronted inlaid bedstead, several
other pieces of antique furniture not mentioned. A few
modern pieces, nice stove, refrigerator, couch 8
chairs, washer 8 dryer, etc.
Auctioneer's Note: Mr Dealer or Antique Collector,
never before have you seen such valuable furniture or
something different from the old country. Most in
mint condition

BOGARD REALTY &
AUCTION CO.

Saturday, Nays
Auction House a
Round oak ta
top coffee tablc
child's rocker,
and stool, 2 wi
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about 150 case:
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43. Real Estate
Efate
ing just minutes
Be ready to move
his immaculate 3
bath, ranch house.
acres of tendable
ome of the extras
J neighbors are a
ceramic tile
large closets, and
Thts one won't last
and call Wendy at
y Associates. 753

43. Real Estate

WARNING! Do not look at this
propefty unless you are
prepared to buy! The first
temptation is the beautifully
treed 15 acres The second is
the home that consists of 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, and rec
room The third is that it is
close-in The fourth is owner
financing is available Test
your will power and call us at
753-1492 Century 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors
411
, aliv air

slItuUT WM
(NANO to own
Mother Natur•
ng out ri lot of
rolling acres IN
County line
if they SO Rood
n East rind West
Iwo budding sites
no and boon Only
feed further direc,
cot Well help!

r, let..

1,,••••• ...co IMO .• gory, Om
1.rrn
salets

.;

N SMITH

FARMS HOMES
BUSINESSES
LACE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY
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p.

Listings neededl Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
from
Everywhere.
"Free" Catalog.
STROUT REALTY
los I Ird,•••• &Nor
Ir 11 Coldwrot to
Marrs, CI

753-0116
Agora..

net

3-7411
r) THE CLOCK

1:00 A.M.
approximately 10
Watch for Aoc•

i.

furniture, opon! Lunch will

Would you like to look around
40 ish again?...Then see this
brick home located on quiet
street near MSU. It's lust for
you 3 bedrooms (large master
bedroom), den with built in
storage unit. 2 baths all
redecorated with
paint,
wallpaper. panelling. Landscaped lawn with trees and
shrubs. fenced backyard for
privacy. Don't hesitate. Call
7531492. .Century 21 Loretta
•Jobs. Realtors...Oh, yes. IT IS
priced in the $40's.

2169

, rain or shine,
Main
14th

3liances, choice
Alection items,
id chairs, color
of linens, rugs,
her and dryer,
e, marble top
stand, Duncan
cabinet, cureo
- chest, brass,
rip, brass bell,
magazine rock,
ne items, cast
of small collec's more!

18 Acre Farm with two
bedroom frame house 8
acres
tendoble.
Granada type soil
located on 121 North
$1 7,000
753-1898
•
AIM
PROPI•Ilr

ASSUME LOW
INTEREST LOAN
Large older home at
corner of 10th and
Poplar Streets. Excellent location close
to city schools, public
library, and hospital.
A good investment for
only $34,900. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for full-time Real
Estate Service.
PRICE REDUCED
Large 4 bedroom,
well-maintained older
home with lots of
character. Must be
seen inside to appreciate. Economical
central gas heat, gas
grill on patio, screened
front porch, electric
garage door opener,
and located within
walking distance of
downtown. Phone the
Action Number, 7531222. Kopperud Realty, in Murray.

AUCTION SALE

ynns
RVICE

Income property $315.00 per
month
Small apartment
building, fully rented. For sale
by owner Low $20's Call 7538742

43. Real!state

Saturday, November 22nd at 1:30 p.m. at the old 641
Auction House on Highway 641 north of Paris,
Round oak table, curved glass chino cabinet, marble
top coffee table, ook hall tree, upholstered love seat,
child's rocker, Aladdin lamps, and parts, pump organ
and stool, 2 wicker chairs, wicker fern stand, marble
top brass stand, walnut magazine rock, marble top
console table, cherry Hiboy chest, mahogany desk and
chair, oak frame bevel mirror with hooks, butcher
block, lots more. All furniture is refinished and nice.
Some antique, some reproductions. Also will have
about 150 cases of groceries, paint, and detergent to
be sold by case.
Shortie McBride
No. 247, Auctioneer

I!
ate:

turday,
a- 22, 1980
A.M.
y Dip at Dover,
Baptist Church
Dissolvement of
r of sale, Wanda), of closing.

rcvc,IMII,r

Ideal Investment Rental 7
rental units located on 58
acres in lake area 6 trailers
and older home have income of
approximately $490 per month 10 acres tendable. Priced
in the $60's Call 753-1492 at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors for more information

LOOKING FOR
AN INVESTMENT
Try this 10 room older
home on a large corner lot. An excellent
buy for some:Me that
can do their own
remodeling. Zoned R-3
and priced at $16,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for
courteous, competent
Real Estate Service.
LARGE FAMILY
HOME
5 Bedroom home in
Canterbury Estates.
Over 3000 sq. ft. of living area in this roomy
family home. Living
room, large eat-in kit,
chen, den with
fireplace, 19'x17'
game room, storage
galore, and large concrete backyard patio
for those summer
cookouts. Offered well
below replacement
cost. Reduced to
$74,900. Phone Kopperud Realty, for full
time Real Estate Service.

HOME PLUS DUPLEX
No. 286 - /
1
2 ACRE MA. Only a block to lake from rolling parcel with several shade
trees. On hard-surfaced road, at corner. Five miles to store, 10 to school. School
bus service at road. The rambler styled home has 7 rooms, 3 bedrooms, both, eatin kitchen, 22-ft. living room, utility room. Carpeted and tiled floors, oil heat,
paneling. Comes with range, refrigerator and oil stove. Has TV antenna, insulation.
Well water. Detached carport. Duplex contains 2 refrigerators, 2 ranges, 2
couches, 2 tables with chairs, 6 beds, curtains, drapes, air conditioners, shower
curtains. Home plus income for $50,000 investment.

iful old 2 story
miences. Home
city water and
ti stories. This
3cre of ground,
8. restaurants,

hold of antique
From Liverpool,
of sale.
organ, Oak of!sk & chair, Oak
)me, Edwardian
mirror dressing
Carved walnut
alnut bookcase,
Duchess vanity,
•ored sideboard
/ok buffet, Car.
umbrella stand,
carved credenine, Fine carved
nd, Oak gateleg
Curved fronted
isteod, several
entioned. A few
vor, couch &

itique Collector
ible furniture or
untry. Most in

No. 291 - ACRE M/L. Lawn is excellent and sports oak shade trees, lots of shrubs
and flowers, large garden space, fruit trees. The young ranch home boasts brick
construction; offers 3 bedrooms, 1-1
/
2 baths; 7 rooms in all. Kitchen/dining room,
11 x21 living room, 13)(20 family room, carpeting, TV tower, central electric heat
and air condition, heavy insulation, well and pump plus commercial water.
Fireplace, 18-ft. porch. Drapes, range, oven and dishwasher included. Attached
carport. Brick storage or workshop 1 2x28 has plumbing roughed in, electricity.
Also 1 2x24 metal carport. On paved road with sidewalks. School bus service. Just
mile to lake, /
1
2 mile to stores, 6 miles to school, 12 miles to high school and
college. $64,900 puts your name on the deed.

-wrack
• sr

1912 Coldwater Rd.

753-0186 Anytime
Joe L. Kennon Broker
Lou Ann Philoot 753-6843
Sharon McConnell 7534129

105 N. 12th

43. Real Estate

•

j:;
714
11

ii.*************
xi 3 Bedroom home on
I* 1 12 acres with central*
* heat and air located *
* NW of Murray. Also
,
.
4
* included is a 2 car shop
* wired for compressor.*
.4 Insulated to TVA stan-i
* dards. Priced to sell at*
* $25,500.

CABIPAI614
PROMI45

)4
WAIF

PRETTY ACRE

Y.

Jr r310

* EXTRA GOOD IN-*
* COME PROPERTY,•
* near M.S.U. Home
* with 6 sleeping rooms *
common kitchen
:
* with
w
and living room. Also 2
4. separate apts. Total
* income $555.00 per
* month. Priced to sell'If
* $42,500.
*
* 43. Real
4
1•••••••••• 41444311
*
BMW 1111••=••,*
Pn•••aelkm.

*
*

I S1,7474
7534731

mull&

liEf4
Estate

49. Used Cars

*
*

A brand new building
*
Shrl:1"
,
411
1 .1
" 71470714
1
1,
with extra nice hobby
*
Terv:Sh•••••Yor ImelIoneer
'''
*,"'
ti*
/53-9314
room, featuring in*
sulation, paneling and
*
*
*
superior lighting, can
Marray-Calleway *
*
County Realty : be yours with the pur*
chase of this four
(502)7534146 *
*
bedroom brick on
304W 1204, St
*
*
S.
Allarrwy, II y 42071
*
Overby Road. Complete kitchen, carpet
and new water heater.
Anna will be happy to
New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
help you. Office 753baths, brick veneer home,
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
1651 or home 753-2477.
features Olympic size pool,
central heat and air, fireplace.
burglar alarm system. For more
)IP
r
fr./
information call Purdom &
E rat 1_ "1"
Thurman Real Estate, 7534451. Suzy Wells 753-1585.
Soot* 12th et Spanner*
Geneva Jones 153-6551
Telephone 753-last
I
I
P. O. lex Hi
s

\

Pardon, Thermals
Insurance
Real Estate
Sowthild• Court Sq.
Atarray, Kentucky
753-4451
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44. lots For Sale
Ill

One acre land in Penny community complete with well.
Call 812-283-6764

45. Farms For Sale
Approximately 11 acres, level,
cleared, 372' of frontage,
Wiswell Road. State Highway
1550. Priced to sell quickly.
Call 703-921-1403 after 6 pm

47. Motorcycles
BOYD-MAJORS..
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

1976 Chevrolet Malibu Classic,
4-door, Sedan, 305 V8, power
steering, power brakes, air,
nice car. Call 753-9181 or 7538124.
1966 Corvair, 2-door, hardtop,
red. can be restored easy.
$150 1974' Cutlass Salon, blue
and white, loaded, chrome
wheels, good shape, $1450
firm Call 753-8495 after 6 pm.
1976 Dotson stationwagon. 30
mpg highway. Michelian
edials, AM-FM radio, 4-speed.
alr, very good condition. Call
753-3387.
For sale: 1979 Pontiac Grand
Prix, locally owned, good condition, Rally wheels, AM stereo
with tape. Call 753-9694 days
and 753-4097 evenings.
1974 Four-door Grand Torino,
one owner. 489-2214.
1980 hrebird, power steering,
power brakes, air. tilt. 2000
miles, V-6, good gas mileage
$5750. Call 753-7975.
1977 Ford Pinto notchback,
air, automatic transmission,
local car. 19.000 miles, excellent condition. $2800 Call
753-3720.
Import Auto Salvage. 1917, 2
TC Toyota, 1975 2 TC Toyota.
1974 Dotson 1200. 1979 Datsun 1400; 1977 Fiat 1200. all
low miles. Call 474-2325.

1977 360 cc Honda for sale.
Asking $800 or. best offer. Must
1971 Lincoln. 4-door, price
sell Call 767-4584.
$450 Call 753-9710.
Professional Services
1967 Mustang, 82,000 miles.
With The FriendP, TOM
Oily 753'
$2600. 753-2862 after 6 pm.
1972 Plymouth Duster, slant 6.
ATTENTION,
2-door, new front seat. Asking
HOMESEEKERS!!
Four radial tires, like new Call
$900. Call 753-0193 after
1709 College Farm
,
759-1310 afternoon
4 30.
Rd., 3 BR., By., car49.-Used Cars
port, storage bldg.
1975 Pontiee--Bonneville 2door hardtop, good tires. good
Ideally located in good
1979 Audi Fox GTI, one owner.
neighborhood, near
Also 1978 Gremlin, one owner, condition $1150 Call 753
M.S.U., dishwasher,
both in excellent condition. 4445
compactor, exhaust
1974 Plymouth Voyageur winCall 435-4468.
fan, draperies includdow van with rear seats, factory
1973
Buick
Rega,L
sport
ed. Large fenced
air. 8-track $1250 753-0866.
wheels. $995. Coll 753-9710.
backyard, almost newt
1978 1-bird Landau, tilt wheel,
carpeting, inlaid. In-A 1975 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, cruise, power seats. windows.
clean,
good
condition.
$2350.
sulated to T.V.A. Stan- I
door locks, moon roof. Call
753-0900.
dards. Onwers left
489-2797 after 6 pm
Murray. Reduced to
1976 Chevette. Automattc, facsell at $39,900.00.
tory air, low mileage. Will ac- 1979 T-bird Heritage. Call 435cept best offer. Must self 489- 4276.
50. Used Trucks
2148 after 530.
DESIGNED FOR
THE FA'S
1972 Chrysler New -York 1970 Chevrolet pickup. 4.
Gatesboro - Almost
Brougham. one owner, local, wheel drive, 350 automatic.
new Spanish-Style 3
low mileage, best offer. 753, power steering. Call 753-9181
BR., 2 bath. B.V.
9710.
or 753-8124.
spacious great room,
cozy fireplace, beamed celing. Formal dining room. Luxurious
225 L. P. Miller St.
carpeting. Custom
Across From Community Center
cabinets, isaldn kitchen. Economical heat
Open Hours
pump. 2-Car garage, .a
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
courtyard entrance.
First time offered at a
Closed Wednesday
low,low,$63,900.00.
Thurs., Fri. 8. Sat. 8:301 2:30

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

753-8080

50Used Trucks

51:Vampers
See the new Prowler trailers for
1980 - Also many good used
trailers Arrowhead Camper
Sales, Highway 80 East
Mayfield, KY. 247-8187.

51.Services Offered
Custom made cabinets, music
centers, book cases, hutches.
Reasonable 436-2566
-'
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates satisfied references.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways.
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. Charles Barnett.
75± 5476
ROOFING
Commercial and Residential. Shingle and
Built-Up Roofs. References, all
work
guaranteed. 753-6581
or 7.59-111,59.

By William R. West
Two-8s tO's
Four-5 x7's
Twenty-Wallets
Christmas or Standard Background
"
Only S 10
$5 deposit and $S on delivery. Delivered before Christmas. Money back guarantee.
Now Located In
Old National Hotel Lobby
6th & Main
Hours 2-7 daily, Nov. 20th through Nov. 25th

UNITED
GOLD SILVER
BUYERS
Murray Plaza Court
Motel Room 10 641 S. S. 12th St.

IMMEDIATE
$$TOP CASH$$
*Wedding Bands
•Gold Rings
•Class Rings Any ConditIonl
•Cold 8, Silver Coins (American, Pre-1964)
•Gold Watches
•Sterling Silver •Dental Gold

-Up To $100 For Large High School Rings'
- Up To $150 For Large College Rings*
i• Depending On weight And Gold Content)
Nobody Wants Your Gold 8. Silver More Than
Bring in this ad and receive $2.00 more when we purchase your gold
or silver.

UNITED GOLD i& SILVER BUYERS

153-3685

IN TOWN THU SATURDAY 8AM 7PM

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
YOU'LL FEEL AT HOME
When you first walk in! There's o warm, cozy atmosphere in this extra nice, roomy modern home.
Separate large paneled den, big kitchen plus built-ins,
dinette, 1 /
1
2 baths and central heat and air. '. acre
lot only 21
/
2 mi. from town. Affordable at $41,500

SPK & SPAN
Easy to care for Alum. Sided 3 Bedroorn,home. From
livingroom a good view of the lake. Fireploce in LR.,
modczr, kitchen, Elec. heat, basement rec. room hasnew wood stove which heats entire house. Attached
garage located in Lakewoy Shores Only $32 500.

occuurwr INCOME PROPIRTv
Brand new duplex in Northwood. Ideal 4.ntal.location,
two bedrooms each side, central heat and air, many
quotity reatlires. Double carport. Renfs for $570 00
monthly. In low 60's.

TNE TIME TO CUT IS NOW..
And1 611.0akhill Drive is the House. A 2 BR. smart
(almost) New home. vertical siding, tastefully
decorated, C Ele. Heat Pump and air cond., disposal.
ronge, dishwasher, exhaust fan, panelled goroge with
automatic '"bpener, large lot, at a low price of
$33,900. Check this today and get settled in for the
holidays.

Barbara Erwin 753-4136
N.B. Hook 753-2387
Reuben Moody 753-9036

"Professional Services With The Friendly Touch"

rutcher, tic. 604

753-8080

A MOST TEMPTING BUT
1 508 Sunset Blvd -Near Murray High, charming 3
Bedroom, 1 both, B.V., spacious living-dining room,
plush carpeting, electric heat, built-in range, exhaust
fan. 2 window air conditioners, two bedrooms have
built-in vanities, desk, bookshelves. Outside storage
• building plus workshop. Fenced-in backyard Quiet
neighborhood, divided street. A good buy at
539,500.00.

,r6PRICED TO IEU.
Older home With.all the extras. - sun porch. breakfast
room, basement, lots of built-ins and storage. Central
gas heat, spacious home.in large lot in convenient
location.
Audra Moody 753-036
Warren Shropshire 753-3277
Nonter Miler 753-7519

A
01.1.
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T COPY AVAILABLE

Check Your Jewelry Boxes
For Unwanted Gold Rings.

WE PAY:

OWNER SAYS SELL
1 611 Porklane. The home you've waited for, immaculate 3 BR., B.V., C. elec. air and located on o
shady lot in a quiet and stable residential area. Priced
to sell at $38,000.

over printed mot

53. Services Offered

Driveways and parking areas Professional sheet rock
white rocked and graded Free finishing, carpentry, roofing
estimates Clifford Garrison painting also repair Call (502)
753-5429.J'
l-354-8565 after 6 pm
Fire damaged restoration Call Reynolds aluminum products.
442-6677 or 52/1908
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO. Call
Fence sales at Sears now Call 753-0689
Sears 753-2310 for tree
Restoration and Copy •
estimate for your needs
Work: We can copy •
Insulation blown in by Sears
while you wait, and you ip
save on these high heating and
never leave
your
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753- , priceless original photo. •
•
2310 for free estimate
CARTER STUDIO
K & K Stump Removal. Do you
4 M•in
753-5295
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of Stop, fur all your repair needs.
stumpsT We can remove roofing, carpentry. plumbing
stumps up to 24- below the and electrical work, look no
ground. leaving only sawdust more, Call 453-9226 or 753
and chips Call for free 9623 We'll do your lob large or
estimate, Bob Kemp 4354343 small All work done to your
satisfaction.
at Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319
Licinsed Electrician and gas in- Thinking of remodeling your
stallation heating installation house? We do it all, Howie!,
Bucy. 492-8120.
and repairs. Call 753-7203
Leather repair', dying, cTeaning. Will do plumbing. heatin7.
and alterations. Also saddle painting, roofing. carpentry.
and harness repair We make 753-2211 or 759-1270
leather Clothing. chaps, vests, Wet basement? We make wet
tack, belts, purses, billfolds. basements dry, work completeand many other gift items. Call ly guarenteed Call or write
247-3934.
Morgan Construction
Co..
Need work on your trees? Topp- Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah
ing, pruning, shaping, com- KY 42001. or call day or night.
plete removal and more. Call 1442-1026
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
Will haul driveway white rock
professional tree care. 753and Ag lime. also have any type
8536.
of brown or white pea gravel
Painting - Paperhanging
Also do backhoe work Call
General maintenance.Free Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
estimates 759-1981
753-6763

PORTRAIT SPECIALS

HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAT IT T0011
A sound investment that will pay for itself! Modern
brick duplex - 4 rooms, bath, modern kitchen with appliances, central gas heat and central air cond. Each
side, good location. $55,000.00.

50

53. Services Offered

1973 Chevrolet, fair condition
$800 435-4555
1978 Chevrolet. 4-wheel drive.
truth Six cylinder, 4-speed.
has AM-FM track tape Call
498-8428-w 498-8970
1977 Dodge van Call 1591216
For sale 1979 Ford Ranchero
GT, 18,000 miles, all equipment, A-I 753-4124 weekdays

•
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SHOP
GALAXY WIDE
SAVINGS AS THE
TURKEY ZAPS
PRICES AT THESE
PARTICIPATING

DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS
Allison's Cards IL Gifts
Bank of Murray
Beale Hardware
Boone's Inc.
Bright's
Clinic Pharmacy
Corn Austin
Crass Furniture
Dwight's Shoe Village
Family Shoes
Graham Jackson
Holland Drugs

Home Federal Savings & Loan
Lerman's
Lindsey's Jewelers
Littletons
Mademoiselle
Murray Appliance
The Murray Ledger & Times
Murray Supply it Wholesale Electric
National Store
Pagliai's
Parker Ford
Parker's Super Market

Peoples Bank
Purdom's
Ryans
Settle Workman
The Specialty Shop
Thurman Furniture
Twin Lakes Office Products
Wallis Drugs
Ward & Elkins
Winchester Printing
WNBS-WAAW
WSJP Radio

THISFRIDAY&SATURDAY
NOVEMBER
21ST AND 22ND1
•,
•• 1011.0.1•04 .1•10
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